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Abstract 
The point of game tree search is to insulate oneself from errors in the evaluation function. 
The standard approach is to grow a full width tree as deep as time allows, and then value the 
tree as if the leaf evaluations were exact. The alpha-beta algorithm implements this with great 
computational efficiency. This approach as been effective in many games. Our approach is to form 
a Bayesian model of our uncertainty. We adopt an evaluation function that returns a probability 
distribution estimating the probability of various errors in valuing each position. These estimates 
are obtained by training from data. We thus use additional information at each leaf not available to 
the standard approach. We utilize this information in three ways: to evaluate which move is best 
after we are done expanding, to allocate additional thinking time to moves where additional time 
is most relevant o game outcome, and, perhaps most importantly, to expand the tree along the 
most relevant lines. Our measure of the relevance of expanding a given leaf provably approximates 
a measure of the impact of expanding the leaf on expected payoff, including the impact of the 
outcome of the leaf expansion on later expansion decisions. Our algorithms run (under reasonable 
assumptions) in time linear in the size of the final tree and hence except for a small constant 
factor, are as time efficient as alpha-beta. Our algorithm focuses on relevant lines, on which it 
can in principle grow a tree several times as deep as alpha-beta in a given amount of time. 
We have tested our approach on a variety of games, including Othello, Kalah, Warri, and others. 
Our probability independence approximations are seen to be significantly violated, but nonetheless 
our tree valuation scheme was found to play significantly better than minimax or the Probability 
Product rule when both competitors earch the same tree. Our full search algorithm was found to 
outplay a highly ranked, directly comparable alpha-beta Othello program even when the alpha- 
beta program was given sizeable time odds, and also performed well against he three top Othello 
programs on the Internet Othello Server. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The standard method for computers to play games like chess, first suggested by 
Shannon [41], is to grow a full width game tree as deep as time permits, heuristically 
assign a numerical evaluation to each leaf, propagate these numbers up the tree by 
minimax, and choose as the “best move” the child of the root with the largest number. 3
This computation is speeded up dramatically by the “alpha-beta” algorithm, that allows 
one to prune off large sections of the search tree while still guaranteeing to choose the 
same move as a minimax evaluation of the full width tree of given depth. A number 
of heuristic improvements uch as “move ordering”, “iterative deepening” and “killer 
tables” have been suggested that in practice allow alpha-beta to achieve nearly its 
theoretical limit speed up, i.e. to search in a given time nearly twice as deep a tree 
as would a naive tree searcher. Alpha-beta, with heuristic improvements, is the search 
engine in virtually every high-performance game program. 
However, it is worth asking whether this is conceptually the right approach. Can it be 
optimal to set out to evaluate a full width tree [41] ? Surely there must be some way 
to use information gained as the search proceeds to decide to search deeper along more 
relevant avenues and less deep in other directions? And while minimax is the correct 
way to combine exact leaf values, is there no better way to combine noisy estimates? 
Historically a number of authors have asked questions uch as these (see below for 
a partial review). Indeed such questions eem central to understanding reasoning, the 
original motivation for studying computer game playing. But alpha-beta is such an 
efficient algorithm, allowing the evaluation of such a large subtree, that it has been hard 
to beat. Our approach is to search for an algorithm that is comparably efficient, and 
yet evaluates a subtree that is much more relevant o the goal of maximizing expected 
payoff. 
What does it mean to search deeper along more relevant avenues? The relevance of a 
line of play should be proportional to the impact its search would have on one’s expected 
payoff. This is a complex concept, because knowledge gained by searching one line 
impacts decisions of which other lines to search before moving. These decisions in turn 
impact payoff. We will define a Bayesian model of our uncertainty about the expected 
payoff from each possible move, given that we have searched aparticular subtree. Within 
this model search decisions will have a well defined utility. We will describe an efficient 
procedure which estimates this utility. By contrast alpha-beta simply deems a leaf 
relevant if it can possibly affect the arbitrary subgoal of evaluating a full width subtree. 
The great majority of the nodes expanded by alpha-beta re, to a human eye, irrelevant, 
so if one could expand only the important nodes one might hope for dramatic gains. 
3 We assume that Max is playing root. 
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Now the whole point of search (as opposed to just picking whichever move looks 
best prima facie) is to insulate oneself from errors in the evaluation function. Ide- 
ally, the evaluation function should return the expected payoff if you play from a 
position. Playing from a particular position on a particular occasion is the kind of 
one time event where a frequentist statistician might be uneasy about defining an 
expected value, but nonetheless most game programs use some evaluation function 
that can be regarded as estimating one. Our approach, that we consider Bayesian in 
spirit, is to train a model of expected payoff and of our errors in predicting it in 
any given position. We thus adopt an evaluation function that returns a probability 
distribution. The mean of our distribution valued evaluation function is an ordinary 
scalar evaluation function, of the type used in most game programs, but our distri- 
bution estimates the probability of various errors. We train our distributions by col- 
lecting empirical information on the likely difference between the scalar evaluation 
of positions and a value computed by shallow search, as a function of various fea- 
tures. The assumption is that, on average, search returns a more accurate estimation 
of the expected value of play from a position, so we take the difference between the 
value returned by search and the scalar evaluation on a position as an estimator of 
the error of the scalar evaluator on that position, and hence as an estimator of the 
likely errors made by the evaluator in positions similarly characterized by a set of 
features. 
The next step is to model our overall uncertainty, combining the possible deviations 
at all leaves of our search tree. We assume 
(a) each leaf node will take a value drawn independently from its distribution, and 
(b) when we later play from any internal node on the path to a leaf, we will search 
below the leaf and in fact discover which value the leaf takes. 
Under these assumptions, one can calculate the distributions of possible values for each 
internal node using a simple formula. This simple formula [32] calculates, for each 
node r] and each value x, the probability node v’s negamax value is x, provided that a 
value had been assigned to each leaf by sampling independently from its distribution. 
After we are done expanding the search tree, the best move, i.e. the move with highest 
expected game theoretic payoff, is the child of the root whose distribution has lowest 4 
mean. Note that we take means at the child of the root after propagating, whereas from 
the perspective of our uncertainty model, the normal (Shannon) approach takes the 
mean at the leaves before propagating, throwing away information. 
We have empirically tested our probabilistic independence approximation and tree 
valuation procedures on several games, including Kalah, Warri, Othello, and Pearl’s 
P-Game [33]. We found that our independence assumptions are significantly violated. 
Nonetheless we found that our move valuation procedure was superior to both minimax 
and probability product [33]. We played tournaments between our valuation scheme, 
minimax programs, and Probability Product programs, where minimax used as evaluator 
the mean of our evaluation function and with both opponents searching identical trees. 
4 This is lowest, not highest, because of the negamax convention that makes the distribution rule compact. In 
minimax propagation, we would of course choose the child with highest mean. See Fig. 1 for an illustration 
of the negamax sign convention. 
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Fig. 1. The figure shows a simple tree with scalar values, illustrating negamax value propagation and conspiracy 
number. Negamax is equivalent to minimax in way it orders moves, and in the absolute value of the numbers it
assigns to nodes, but it uses a different sign convention. Both terms refer to methods for propagating a single 
numerical value up a game tree. In minimax, we assume that at our moves we maximize value, and at the 
opponent’s moves he minimizes value. In negamax we and our opponents use the same rule, namely we assign 
to each node the maximum of the negatives of the children’s values. What is good for me is bad (negative) 
for my opponent, so he applies a negative sign and then maximizes. This tree has “move conspiracy number” 
equal two, because the values of two leaves would have to change in order for our move choice to change. 
No revaluation of a single leaf will suffice to change move choice. A’s favorite move is to B, with value 6. If 
it were discovered that both J and K were misvalued, and should instead be valued 0, say, then the value of 
node B would become 0, and A’s favorite move would be to C. If just K were found to be misvalued, say, 
A’s favorite move would still be to B. Alternatively, if both t and 0 were found to be misvalued, and both 
should really be valued below -6, then C’s value would be below -6 and A’s favorite move would shift 
to c. 
Our valuation scheme won every tournament we played5 at every search depth in every 
game (except depth two Othello, where the result was not statistically significant). In 
Kalah, the advantage was close to that conveyed by an extra ply of search. 
The main motivation for calculating all these exact distributions is, however, to allow 
us to grow the search tree along the most relevant directions. We define “expanding 
a leaf” to mean appending its children to the tree. We model the expansion of a leaf 
as selecting one exact value from its distribution. This approximation will not hold 
exactly in practice but seems unlikely to distort seriously ordering decisions of which 
leaves are more important to expand. Within this model, one may formally describe 
the decision-theoretic utility of leaf expansion decisions. Unfortunately, computing the 
optimal strategy seems intractable. 
The practical solution we propose is to grow the search tree by repeatedly expanding 
the leaves that we estimate, in a way to be described, to be most relevant to expected 
payoff. The “immediate expansion utility” of a leaf is the expected gain that would accrue 
if one expanded the one leaf and then chose one’s move, rather than choosing one’s 
move with no expansion. Expanding according to immediate expansion utility (similar 
to the “metagreedy” idea of [ 371) is deficient because of its neglect of one’s ability to 
expand other leaves before moving. For example, frequently a multi-leaf “conspiracy” 
5 We were unable meaningfully to oppose every pair of competitors in every game because of our inability 
to develop comparable valuators. See Section 2.3 or (451 for details. 
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is necessary to affect the best move choice [ 281. (See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the 
concept of conspiracy.) We may similarly define the immediate expansion utility of any 
subset of the leaves. In fact, we can efficiently compute the decision theoretic utility 
ZJ of expanding every leaf of the tree. 6 This gives a natural condition for termination 
of the search: stop searching and make your move when the cost of computer time 
outweighs the utility of further search. This condition may be used to divide thinking 
time between moves, allocating more time to moves where the decision is more difficult 
and more important-that is, where additional thinking time is more relevant to game 
outcome. 
We propose to use a leaf relevance measure we call “Q Step Size” (QSS). QSS 
is defined, roughly speaking, as the expected absolute change in U when we expand 
leaf L. We have two arguments why this is a good measure. First, the absolute change 
in U treats rises and falls in U, when you expand L, as equally important. This is 
intuitively reasonable. A fall in V takes you closer to moving. A rise in U means your 
previous understanding was flawed in a relevant way. In particular a rise in U means 
that there is utility to be gained in your next expansions. Assuming you have time to 
make these expansions before moving, finding that you will gain utility is as good as 
gaining it, hence the equal valuation of rises and falls. In fact the QSS can be viewed 
as the a posteriori change in the expected utility when you expand leaf L. Second, 
QSS can be proven to approximate a quantity we call aL within a factor of two. We 
define SL to measure the total contribution of leaf L to all the probabilistically weighted 
“conspiracies” it could participate in. The true decision theoretic utility of expanding a 
given leaf depends on the interactions with possible other leaf expansions in the future. 
A leaf with high SL, and hence high QSS, is one whose expansion is likely to lead to 
useful future expansions. It is thus highly relevant to game outcome. See Section 3 for a 
more detailed discussion of why we propose QSS as a natural measure of leaf relevance. 
This, then, is our proposal. Use a trained evaluation function to assign a probability 
distribution to each leaf. Propagate these distributions up the tree according to certain 
formulae yielding a probability distribution at each node. Compute the QSS values of 
each leaf and expand the leaves whose QSS values lie above some percentile. Keep 
iterating this procedure, i.e. re-evaluating the whole tree and expanding another set of 
leaves, until the utility of further growth is smaller than the estimated time cost it 
would take, then output the best move. We propose various algorithmic devices to do 
this efficiently, e.g. the “gulp trick”, certain multilinearity lemmas, and our “influence 
function” methods. Assume that it takes at least about d log b computer steps to evaluate 
a position, where b is the geometric mean branching factor and d is the mean depth of the 
leaves in the final tree. This is entirely reasonable for complex games like chess, where 
evaluation is relatively expensive, but may fail in games like Kalah, where evaluation is 
cheap. If this assumption holds, then our entire move finding procedure will run in time 
depending only linearly on the size of the final search tree. (If this assumption fails, 
then our algorithm gives up a logarithmic factor.) 
h In our model, whenever a leaf is expanded once, it takes an exact value, so (I is the utility of knowing 
the exact value of each leaf. Throughout this section, U denotes the quantity called elsewhere in this paper 
911 leaves. 
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The constant factors in our time bounds depend both on the typical branching factor 
and on a “gulp size” parameter in the time control algorithm that bounds how much 
deeper than alpha-beta our search can possibly go. If we assume a branching factor 
of 38, as in chess, and tune the gulp size so that we search at most three times as 
deep along the lines judged most relevant as alpha-beta, then we estimate the slowdown 
factor (in nodes/set) will be about 2. We observed a slowdown factor of about 2 in 
our Othello experiments. 
We have played tournaments between a program implementing our ideas, and strong 
alpha-beta opponents, in the games of Othello, Wart?, and Kalah. We first played 
against alpha-beta programs of our own devising. We invested considerable effort into 
crafting these alpha-beta programs, including strong evaluation functions, move ordering 
heuristics, and other improvements. Our alpha-beta programs were verified to play 
strongly against outside opponents. The point of playing against our own programs was 
to test the efficacy of our ideas while controlling for other factors. For example, our 
alpha-beta programs used as evaluation function the mean of our distribution valued 
evaluation function so that any differences in strength were due to the search and the 
method of propagation rather than the strength of the evaluation function. In Othello 
tournaments, our Bayesian program was stronger than our alpha-beta program even 
when the alpha-beta program was given a substantial factor more time. Moreover the 
giveaway factor increased rapidly with the amount of time allowed both programs. In 
Warri our Bayesian program was also substantially stronger than our alpha-beta program, 
but in Kalah our alpha-beta program was stronger. 
We also played our Bayesian Othello program against the top three programs on 
the Internet Othello Server. These incorporate many engineering improvements that we 
did not implement, but presumably could, such as transposition tables, much faster 
evaluation functions, and strong endgame solvers. Nonetheless our Bayesian program 
was stronger than the third best, and comparable to the second. The best program, 
M. Buro’s Logistello, beat our program. We then played time-odds matches against a 
version of Logistello at longer time controls. These failed to confirm the hope that 
the advantage of our methods increases with longer search time. We do not know the 
reason why our search algorithm’s advantage increased with time against our alpha-beta 
program, but did not against Logistello. 
1.1. Relationship to previous work 
There is an extensive history of proposals to selectively grow trees in the most relevant 
directions, dating back to Shannon’s original paper [ 411. We briefly review here the 
relationship to the present paper of some modern proposals. The work of Korf and 
Chickering [23], McAllester [ 281, Palay [ 321, Rivest [ 341, and Russell and Wefald 
[ 371, is discussed in more detail in Section 7. 
Palay was the first author to propose the use of distribution valued evaluation functions 
and also proposed the same equations for propagation of probability distributions that 
we do. Palay viewed these distributions differently than we do, e.g. his book does 
not propose choosing a move based on means of distributions after propagation (cf. 
Section 7.3). Palay guided tree growth according to very different criteria than the 
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present paper. He attempted to decide which leaf expansion was most relevant to attaining 
a proof that one move was the best, rather than to decide how relevant a leaf expansion 
was to expected payoff. 
Good explored the notion of defining relevance in tree searching in terms of decision 
theoretic utility in his “5 year plan” [ 181. Russell and Wefald [37] gave a clearer 
proposal of what optimal search might mean. For Russell and Wefald, as for us, the 
expansion relevance of a leaf ideally would be defined as its decision theoretic utility. 
Unfortunately, decision theoretic utility is intractable, in part because it depends recur- 
sively on computation time. If you spend less time computing which leaf to expand, 
you can expand more leaves. Russell and Wefald proposed (as do we) to define leaf 
relevance by using a fast algorithm for estimating utility and neglecting the utility cost 
of the computational overhead. Hopefully, if the algorithm is fast enough, computa- 
tional overhead will be relatively unimportant. They proposed calculating utility in the 
“metagreedy” approximation that unfortunately is oblivious to interactions of different 
leaf expansions. They also first proposed the use of a utility based stopping condition, 
and they used evaluation functions that return distributions, although they valued the 
tree using negamax (having no estimate of the relevance of fluctuations at different 
leaves). We also remark in Section 7.5 that their algorithm required time superlinear in 
the number of leaves. 
McAllester first enunciated the notion of conspiracy number and gave an interesting 
algorithm for constructing high conspiracy number trees. His approach implicitly con- 
sidered the expansion relevance of a leaf to be inversely related to the size of the single 
smallest conspiracy it could participate in, independent of how probable that conspiracy 
might be. 
Rivest gave an ingenious algorithm that roughly speaking considered the expansion 
relevance of a leaf to be the partial derivative of the root’s minimax value with respect 
to that leaf, if the “max” function were replaced by a differentiable approximation. This 
approach is fascinating, but somewhat ad hoc. 
Korf and Chickering [23] have recently proposed a selective search that iteratively 
expands the principal variation. Berliner [9] has recently revisited and extended the 
ideas of Palay, and implemented his proposals on the Hitech chess machine. 
Several proposals to extend particular search lines based on heuristic considerations 
have been incorporated in modern alpha-beta programs. “Singular extensions”, “Threat 
extensions”, and “PV extensions” taken together were estimated to add 86 USCF rating 
points to the Deep Thought Chess Machine [ 21. “Quiescence search” [ 71 is an important 
feature of every strong chess program, although much less important in most other 
games. Similar extensions as well as alpha-beta style cutoffs occur automatically in 
our procedure, and also in the algorithms of Russell and Wefald [ 371. Our approach of 
stating a Bayesian model of uncertainty, describing how we estimate utility of expanding 
given trees within this model, and giving a near linear time algorithm expanding high 
utility trees can be seen as formalizing this line of research. 
A number of authors have discussed probabilistic tree valuation procedures. Pearl 
[ 33 I proposed a probabilistic propagation scheme. Hansson and Mayer [ 191 advocated 
probabilistic propagation taking into account dependencies and evaluations at internal 
nodes in the search tree. Baum [4] remarked that the value of a node depends not only 
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on the values of its children but also on the relevance of those children, that depends 
in turn on an estimate of the “extra information” one would have if the node were the 
root of a search tree, and proposed a propagation scheme taking into account that the 
amount of extra information will vary with depth in the search tree. 
1.2. Outline of rest of the paper 
Section 2 describes our approach to tree valuation, and describes experimental assess- 
ment of our valuation scheme. Section 3 describes our approach to utility directed search. 
Section 4 describes our algorithm. Section 5 surveys our experimental comparisons to 
alpha-beta. Section 6 describes some extensions of the algorithm. Section 7 reviews 
several previous selective search techniques. Section 8 concludes. Appendix A gives the 
proof of our “QSS Approximation Theorem”. Appendix B gives a brief description of 
the rules of Othello, Warri, and Kalah. 
2. Valuation 
How do we decide on the value of each move and each position? The standard 
approach uses an evaluation function to assign a numerical value to each leaf of a 
search tree. The actual value of being in a particular position is our expected payoff 
if we play from it. This expected payoff is a real number, not necessarily 1 or 0, for 
several reasons. We cannot know now our ultimate actual payoff, because we do not 
have the computational resources to do calculations we and our opponent will do later 
in the game. Hence we must average over this “future information”. In fact, if we play 
from the same position multiple times, we may very well achieve different outcomes, 
because we or the opponent may deviate. The evaluation function can only estimate 
the expected value, typically based on some partial knowledge about the position- 
e.g. a set of features-and past experience. The standard approach then values internal 
nodes recursively under the assumption that at each internal node one chooses the best 
alternative, given the assumed exact valuation of its children. 
We propose instead to train a Bayesian model of our uncertainty about the expected 
value of playing from a position. Our model is expressed as an evaluation function that 
returns a probability density function represented as a sum of point masses. We could 
in principle use a more abstract class of models, but many of our results in this paper 
depend integrally on the form of our model, and so we will describe it concretely. 
Definition of our probability density function. The probability density function 
p(q) (x) associated with a node 7 is a sum of probability masses pi located at xi: 
/P’(x) = Cp(~)S(+ - .;q. (1) 
Here pi will represent the probability that the position has value xi and S is the Dirac 
delta function. Operationally we will train up our distribution valued evaluation function 
by asking what is the probability, pi, that, if we were to add additional knowledge by 
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searching this node deeper, we would estimate that it has expected value xi. The idea 
is that search returns a more accurate estimation of the value of a position. Thus the 
difference between the value returned by search and the scalar evaluation on a position 
is an estimator of the error the scalar evaluator makes in estimating one’s expected 
value if one plays from that position, and hence is an estimator of the likely errors 
made by the evaluator in positions similarly characterized by a set of features. It is 
unclear what depth of search is best to gather data. We return to this question in the 
next subsection. 
Starting with an ordinary evaluation function Et, one can train a distribution valued 
evaluator by simply collecting statistics. A concrete approach is as follows. Choose a 
number of positional “features” that divide the space of game positions into a number 
of bins. Play a large number of games using Et. Positions arising in searches during 
games give data points. 7 Each data point is the difference of the evaluation of a position 
from the value returned by search on the same position. One places each data point in 
the bin corresponding to the position. After doing this, each bin contains an empirical 
distribution representing the probability pi that search will change one’s opinion about 
a position in that bin by Axi. The distribution8 D(A) assigned to a position A is the 
distribution in the bin associated with A, shifted by the evaluation Et (A). 
Of course, one might use various techniques from the huge field of statistical density 
estimation to improve this procedure. For example one might use some clever decision 
tree procedure to divide up the space of game positions into bins. Also, one might 
fit some low parameter model to the empirical distribution within the bins. We discuss 
some such techniques in [ 451. For previous discussions on training and using probability 
density valued evaluation functions see [ 32,373. 
2.1. Tree valuation 
We assign a distribution to each leaf. A configuration is an assignment to each 
leaf of a particular value chosen from its distribution. Each configuration comes with 
a probabilistic weight. We assume that the probability distributions at each leaf are 
independent. Thus the weight of each configuration is the product of the probabilities 
of its leaf values. In each configuration we assign to each internal node its negamax 
value given the leaf values. Thus we have an ensemble of configurations. We assign 
a distribution pv (x) to each node 7 as follows. If a configuration is drawn from the 
ensemble, pv( x) is the probability that the value of node v is X. See Fig. 2 for an 
example. We will sometimes use notation Cc Qc or (Qc) to denote the sum over all 
configurations C of quantity Q multiplied by the weight of conjguration C. 
This procedure assigns values to internal nodes in a given configuration under the 
assumption that players at the internal nodes know the actual values of the leaves in 
’ One uses positions arising in search because this is the distribution of positions on which one will later 
apply the evaluator. 
x We found empirically that it is helpful to use the same search technique in gathering distribution data as 
in applying it. First we gather distribution information using alpha-beta search. Then we use the distribution 
information and our procedure to guide our approach, using the new El (call it &) and gather new data. 
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Fig. 2. Fig. (a) shows a simple tree, with evaluation distributions at its leaves. The left move from the root 
R leads to a drawn position S, with evaluation 0. The right move leads to position T, where the opponent 
has only one move, to position U. Position V has probability 112 of being good for us, with evaluation -8, 
and probability one half of being good for the opponent, with evaluation 8. We write this distribution as 
(-8,,2,8,,2). The distribution at position W is (-6t14,23/~). There are now 4 possible configurations of 
leaf values, shown in Figs. (b)-(e). In each configuration, the probabilistic weight and the negamax values 
of the internal nodes are shown. The distributions at node U will be (St/z, 6,/s, -2s/s ) and at node T 
(-g1/2. -61/x,23/x). 
that configuration and move appropriately. We justify this by observing that when we 
reach an internal node we will search beyond the boundaries of our current search 
tree, and thus gain more information about the leaf values. In practice we will not 
know the exact value. How much “extra information” we will have about the leaf’s 
value depends on how far above the leaf we are. Thus using a deeper search to train 
the evaluation distribution might be conjectured to more accurately value the leaf, and 
nodes not far above the leaf, but to attribute too much “extra information” to nodes near 
the root, where our distribution propagation method might be conjectured to become 
less accurate. We suggest determining how deep a search is best to use empirically. 
The procedure we are using is equivalent to assuming that 
(a) if we expand a leaf, i.e. add its children to the search tree, we find its exact 
value, that is drawn from its distribution, and 
(b) if we were to play from any node below the root, we would in fact expand all 
leaves that descend from it. 
See [4] for a study of level dependent propagation of scalar values. See [44] for an 
analysis indicating that the distribution associated with a position does narrow substan- 
tially if it is expanded (although not of course to a single point). 
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We have now assigned to each node our estimate of its exact distribution of values, 
given all the probabilistic knowledge available to us, and given the assumptions of our 
model. When we are done expanding the tree, we move to the child of the root that has 
the lowest expected value. Contrast this with the standard approach, that effectively takes 
the expectation value at each leaf, and then propagates the expectation values. Fig. 2 
shows how the procedures can differ in move choice. The standard approach finds that 
each leaf has valuation 0, and is indifferent as to which move to make. We find that the 
move to node T is superior for configurations with total probability 5/8, and in fact has 
expected value -4. 
2.2. How to evaluate trees efJiciently 
Definition of two kinds of cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). We associate 
two types of CDFs with each node v [ 321: 
co 
Falling CDF: &T’(x) = c p/‘1) = pc9)( u)du = Prob( value( 7) 3 x) . (2) 
i P’>x 
J 
’ , x 
x 
Rising CDF: c(‘l) (x) = c $) = 
s 
P(71)(U)dU =Prob(value(v) < x). (3) 
i, x, ‘?‘(X -cu 
Because our p is a sum of point masses, these CDFs are “staircase” functions. C + c = 1 
except at jumps. See Fig. 3. 
The ensemble of configurations picture presented in the last subsection is useful 
conceptually, but useless computationally because there are an exponential number of 
configurations. However one may efficiently implement the probability distribution prop- 
agation proposed in the previous section by the following equation [ 321: 
c 
Went) ( _x) = b $hW cx). 
i=l 
(4) 
In words this equation says: the parent’s value is less than or equal -x, if and only if, 
after we search deeper and find all of the children’s values, they will turn out to be all 
greater than or equal to n. To understand how to use this equation to propagate CDFs, 
see Fig. 3. 
Note that if we assign, say, a k spike probability distribution to each of N leaves in 
a depth d tree, then we have a total of Nk spikes in the leaves, and at most Nk spikes 
in the nodes at any particular height h above the leaves, so that the total storage for 
the CDFs of all nodes is 0( Nkd), where d is the average depth of the leaves. By the 
use of an algorithm resembling binary list merge, the total time may be bounded by 
0( Nkd log 6) where b is the geometric mean branching factor. This means that we do 
not need to make any approximations in propagating the CDFs. This exactness will be 
useful in evaluating which leaves to expand. 
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Fig. 3. Fig. (a) gives a simple tree. The distribution ps at node S is (41/2,51/d, 6114). This is represented in
Fig. (b) by spikes of height l/2,1/4, and l/4 at respectively x = 4,5, and 6. Fig. (c) shows pT, Fig. (d) 
shows pR that is derived from Fig. (e). Fig. (e) shows Z’(X) as a solid line, ?r(x) as a dashed line, and 
cR (-X) as a dotted line. Note these decrease toward the right-the probability that S takes value at least x 
L smaller for larger X. t$( -x) is computed as Zs(x)?(x). Walking down the x axis, Z’(X)~(.X) is first 
non-zero at x = 6 and then jumps every time i?(x) or ?(x) do. Fig. (d) shows a spike at each jump in 
cR( -x), with height equal the height of the jump. pR is (-3t,2, -4t,,, -5,/s, -6,/s). 
Note that if the distributions at the leaves are all delta functions (i.e. the evaluations 
are “exact”, and deeper search will “never” change an evaluation) then our propagation 
scheme reduces to negamax. Probability product is an alternative proposal [ 331 that 
assigns a value p to each leaf and propagates Pparent = nchildrenj( 1 -pi>. Note that if the 
abscissa values of our distributions are restricted to be - 1 or 1 only (i.e., deeper search 
will “always” solve the game), our propagation scheme reduces to probability product. 
2.3. Valuation experiments 
We empirically studied the efficacy of our Bayesian valuation rule and the accuracy 
of our independence approximation on a variety of games. Detailed results are reported 
in a companion paper [ 451. Here we give only a brief summary. 
We invested considerable effort in training high quality scalar evaluation functions in 
the games of Othello and Warri. Our attempt was apparently successful, because our 
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alpha-beta programs using these evaluation functions played strongly against human and 
computer competition. See Section 5 for more discussion of these validation matches. We 
used a simple but apparently effective evaluator for Kalah, 9 and an evaluator suggested 
by Pearl for his P-Game [ 14,331. 
We developed a decision-tree based technology for training distribution valued evalu- 
ation functions, starting from a scalar evaluator, and applied this to Othello, Warri, and 
Kalah to produce distribution valued evaluation functions suitable for our techniques. 
We then tested our independence assumption by measuring “opinion changes” defined 
by 
6r = Backed up Mean value - Mean value without search (5) 
and 8, (defined similarly but for a node that is a sibling of the node that yields 81) for 
M 50000 pairs of sibling nodes. Mean value is the mean of the distribution. 
The observed centered correlation coefficients between Sr and & 
Lookahead depth 1 2 3 4 5 
Kalah centered carrel. coeff. 0.341 0.407 0.452 0.443 0.472 
Othello centered carrel. coeff. 0.410 0.396 0.379 
Warri centered carrel. coeff. 0.202 0.157 0.222 0.230 0.259 
were sizeable. Our evaluation functions assigned a distribution to positions based on 
which leaf of a decision tree classifier they fell in. Sibling positions tended to fall into 
the same bin far more often than chance. For example in Othello, random positions 
would be the same bin 1.4% of the time, but sibling positions were in the same bin 27% 
of the time. Same bin Othello siblings at depth 3 had correlation coefficient 0.520 while 
different bin siblings had cc = 0.326. Presumably therefore we could have reduced 
correlation by adding more bins. Nonetheless, the correlation even for different bin 
siblings was significant. 
Notwithstanding this correlation, we compared the effectiveness of our valuation rule 
to minimax and the probability product rule [ 14,331. We did this by playing tournaments 
between opponents using the same scalar evaluation function and searching the same, 
full width, same depth tree. Thus the only thing that differed was the propagation 
scheme. 
Our Bayesian propagation beat both minimax and the product rule in every type of 
game we played, at every depth we searched, except at depth 2 in Othello, where the 
result was not statistically significant. The Othello results were: 
Depth MM wins Bayes wins Draws MM mean discs Bayes mean discs Confidence 
2 72 66 4 32.65 31.35 73% 
3 62 76 4 30.39 33.61 95% 
4 50 86 5 30.18 33.82 99% 
9 Our evaluator was the exact probability of winning, computed under the assumption that each remaining 
seed has equal probability of being captured by either player. 
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Here “confidence” is statistical confidence that the player with more discs (higher 
Othello score) is in fact the better player. In our experiments MM, our minimax player, 
used as evaluation function the precomputed mean of Bayes’ distribution valued eval- 
uation function. The Othello results are reproduced here because, of all the games we 
studied, our experiments on Othello gave the lowest confidence our method was supe- 
rior. In Kalah, Warri, and Pearl’s “P-Game” our method beat minimax at every depth. 
In Kalah the margins of victory were as much as would be gained by an extra ply 
of minimax search. Note that the results reported on Othello go only through depth 
4 because these experiments are on full width trees, and thus it was computationally 
infeasible to do experiments in Othello on deeper trees. Depth 5 search on a full width 
tree uses time comparable to depth 10 search with alpha-beta pruning. Kalah, Warri, 
and Pearl’s “P-Game” have lower branching factors, and our experimental results there 
go through depths 12, 7, and 9 respectively. 
We also played our method against Probability Product using a similar evaluation 
function lo in Pearl’s P-Game, and again beat it at every depth by 4-9~ of confidence. 
We were unable to play our scheme directly against Probability Product in Kalah, 
Warri, or Othello because we were unable to construct comparable evaluation functions. 
However alpha-beta beat Probability Product in Warri and at all depths less than 10 in 
Kalah. 
The product rule of Pearl [33] assumes that a numerical win probability assigned 
to each node is independent. We had conjectured that assuming win probabilities were 
independent would lead to great practical problems in games with persistent structure. 
Say, for example, you win a pawn in position R. Say R has 50 descendants that are 
almost identical. In each you are still up a pawn, and the probability of winning in 
each is assigned value 0.55. Combining these as independent probabilities would result 
in an erroneous attribution to R of near unity probability of winning. We observed this 
happening to the product rule in experiments on the game of Connect 4. Our approach, 
by contrast, does not assume that the values assigned to two leaves in a given config- 
uration are independent. We assign expectation values to the leaves in a configuration, 
not probabilities. We do assume, roughly speaking, that the errors in our evaluation 
function (i.e. in the mean of our distribution) are independent. Our approach will not 
suffer from such correlations if each of many descendants has a spike in its probability 
distribution at x = 0.55 (but would if each of its descendants had a spike of height 
p = 0.55 at x = 1). 
In summary, although significant statistical correlations do exist between distributions 
at different nodes, nonetheless tournaments indicate that the extra information we utilize 
makes ours a better valuation procedure. 
lo The scalar evaluation function, suggested by [ 331, was the exact probability of winning computed given 
the number W of win leaves in that subtree. We converted this into a distribution for Bayes by assuming W 
would fluctuate by roughly a standard deviation from its expected value next ply. 
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3. Search 
We have a Bayesian model of our uncertainty, as described in the last section. Within 
our model, our probability distributions describe our uncertainty about the value of each 
leaf and the way the uncertainties at different leaves interact. We will now describe how 
we use this information to estimate the utility of expansion of each leaf, so that we may 
expand along the most relevant lines. 
When we expand a leaf (i.e. append its children to the tree) we gain information 
about its value. We will (again) approximate that when we expand a leaf its value 
becomes exact-that is it takes a value drawn from its distribution. Expanding leaves 
carries a computational cost. The question is: what strategy should we use to decide 
which leaves to expand, and when to stop expanding and choose a move. 
At any given time, there is some move that is our favorite. This is the child of the 
root whose distribution has greatest expected value-the move we would choose if we 
had to move without further expansion. We will assume without loss of generality that 
our current favorite move is move 1. The expected utility of expanding every leaf in 
the tree is simply our expected payoff if before moving we expand all leaves, minus 
our expected payoff if we make move 1 immediately with no further expansion. Let m 
denote the number of children of the root. We have 
if the root is negamaxing. This integral simply computes the probability that child i # I 
has value x and is also the best move, times the amount (y - X) that i is better than 
move 1, integrated over all possible values y of move 1 (the inner integral), and all 
possible values x, and summed over all possible choices i. The sum over i in the final 
bracket here sums over the possibilities in turn that each i # 1 is the best move. For 
each such term, the F(i) in the denominator cancels the corresponding C(j) (for j = i) 
in the previous product, so that we are left with a product over all Z(j) except 1 and 
i, that correctly accounts for the probability that i is better than all the alternatives. 
Note the negamax sign convention: (y - x) is the amount x is better than y, after 
negamaxing. 
Another way to state this is as follows. If you move without expansion, you move 
to the current favorite 1, and receive expected payoff (ui) z -(pi), where the minus 
comes from the negamax sign convention. Use Eq. (4) to propagate distributions to the 
root and let (PR) be the integral of the root distribution, i.e. Cc Rc for Rc the value of 
the root in configuration C. If you expand all leaves, in every configuration you receive 
payoff Rc. Thus 
II all leaves = (PR) - (UI). (7) 
This equation provides a fast and simple way to compute Uati leaves from the distribution 
information. 
U,II leaves i already a very useful quantity. We should stop thinking and move when the 
cost of time exceeds the utility to be gained by thinking. Uati leaves provides an estimate 
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Fig. 4. We have indicated the distributions at all nodes. Node R is a max node, S, T, and (I are min nodes. 
The distributions at V and W are identical. The distribution at U is computed from its children. The current 
favorite move is 1 to S (with expectation.5) Move 2 to T has equal expectation. Expanding V or W alone 
cannot change the current favorite move, but if we expand both we have l/ 16 chance of finding that move 3 
(to U) is a win. 
of the utility to be gained by thinking. Thus it can be used to decide when to terminate 
search. Section 3.3 will describe how to estimate the cost of time. 
We can write down similar equations giving the utility of expanding any subset 
of leaves, under the assumption that we quit thinking and move immediately after 
expanding the set. A particular special case is where we expand just the leaf L. We call 
this utility UL. One could further, in principle, attempt a catalog of all leaf expansion 
strategies for any given game tree with a fixed, finite number of leaves. If we could do 
vast computations offline, we could pinpoint one such strategy as optimal. But to be 
meaningful in practice, any “optimal” strategy must take into account its time cost (if 
we spend less time deciding which leaves to expand we can expand more leaves), and 
also the interaction of one leaf expansion with future expansion decisions. We know 
of no tractable approach to computing a provably “optimal” strategy. Since we do not 
know how to compute efficiently the exact decision theoretic utility of expanding leaves, 
we search for a useful approximation. 
A natural quantity to examine in seeking an estimate of the expansion relevance of 
leaf L is how Uatt leaves changes when we expand it. After all, we will stop thinking and 
move when Uall leaves becomes sufficiently small. So we would like to expand leaves that 
decrease &II leaves as fast as possible. 
Thus the negative of the expected change in Uarl leaves when we expand leaf L is a 
naively appealing candidate for the relevancy of leaf L. Moreover, we will show in 
Section 3.1 that this is precisely equal to UL, i.e. the expected gain in utility from 
expanding the single leaf L, given that we make our move choice immediately after 
expanding it. Using U, is analogous to the metagreedy approach of [ 371. 
Unfortunately UL is a dubious choice of leaf relevance because it ignores all inter- 
actions between leaf expansions. This is most evident if UL is zero for every leaf L, 
i.e. if the tree has “utility conspiracy number” greater than 1. This can easily happen, 
if no single leaf expansion can be enough to change one’s opinion of which move is 
best, as in Fig. 1. But even when there are leaves with non-zero UL, this can be a 
poor quantity to use. Look at Fig. 4. Move 1 is our current favorite (tied with 2). 
U allleaves = l/32+ (15P) x (l/2) x (l/16) = 311512 because if we expand V and 
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W there is probability l/16 we find node U has value 1, and gain utility l/2 from 
moving there in preference to our current favorite S; and if node U has value 0, with 
probability 15/ 16, we have half a chance of finding node T with value 9/16. We further 
compute that Ur = l/32, because if we expand leaf T, there is a half a chance our 
favorite move will change to move 2, with an expected gain of l/32. If we expand leaf 
V instead, there is zero chance it will affect our move choice immediately, and UV is 
therefore 0. However if leaf V turns out to have value 1, we will then expand leaf W, 
and now there will be a l/4 chance that it will also turn out to be a 1, in which case 
we will make move 3 and gain 0.5 in utility. Thus even though T has the highest U, 
of any leaf, and in fact V and W each have U, = 0, nevertheless V or W are the best 
leaves to expand. If V and W turn out to be winning lines, we will never expand T at 
all. 
3. I. Two relevance measures 
Modern game programs expand lo4 - 10 ” leaves before moving. UL-computed 
under the assumption we will do no further expansion-does not seem well motivated 
as an estimate of the relevance of leaf L. What is more interesting is the impact of 
each leaf in the large expansion limit-i.e. under the assumption that we will continue 
to expand until we have extracted most of the utility in the tree. To understand this, 
interactions are critical. 
Let us make a few definitions to help in understanding the interaction effects of leaf 
expansions. Let ’ ’ 
00 
Qi E 
s 
P( Best move is better than move i by q)q dq. (8) 
0 
We call Qi the expected utility with respect to move i. If our current favorite move 
is move 1, we have 17~11 leaves = Q’, but Q’ will diverge from Uau leaves if we make 
expansions that change the favorite move. 
Let leaf L have distribution {Xj,pj}, i.e. leaf L when expanded will be found to have 
value xj with probability pi. Let Q;(j) be the value of Qi if leaf L’s distribution is 
replaced by the value Xj. Now we have 
Qi s CPjQt(i). (9) 
When we expand leaf L, the expected change in Qi is zero. This is evident because Qi 
before the expansion is defined as the average of the values it can take after the expan- 
sion. Likewise, we define Ukj to be the value Uall leaves would have if the distribution 
at leaf L were replaced by the value Xj. Let (A~u~tt leaves) denote the expected value of 
‘I One way to think about P here is in the ensemble view. P is the probability, if we choose a tree from our 
ensemble, that in it the best move is better than move i by q 
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the change I2 that will occur in Watt leaves when we expand leaf L, i.e. (AL.!& leaves) E
C,i PjuL=j - ua11 leaves. Recall that van leaves =Q’ = Cj PjQL ( j) . Substituting in we have 
(A u L a11 leaves) = C Pj ( UL=,~ - Q,! > . (10) 
Qj differs from UL=j if and only if our favorite move changes from move 1 when leaf L 
is replaced by Xj. If our favorite move changes, say to move 2, then Qj -l_JL=j is precisely 
the expected gain from playing move 2 instead of move 1. Thus Cj pj (Qj - UL=j ) is 
precisely -UL. Thus we showed, as claimed above that 
(AL&II leaves) = -UL, 
or in other words, 
(11) 
ULE-- n c Pj ( UL=j - Uall leaves). (12) 
i=j 
UL averages the signed possible changes in Uall leaves when we expand leaf L. Now we 
define two quantities as averages of absolute changes. We define AL to be the average 
absolute length of the step in Q’ (if 1 is our current favorite move) i.e. 
AL f ~PiIQ~(.i) - Q'I. (13) 
j=i 
We call this quantity the Q Step Size, or QSS. Likewise we define the Utility Step Size, 
or USS: 
BL E kPilUL=j - Uall leavesI. (14) 
j=l 
Our experiments to date have used AL as relevance measure of leaf L, but the closely 
related measure BL makes sense too. We discuss some motivations for the definitions 
of AL and BL below. 
BL equally weights increases and decreases in Udl leaves when we expand leaf L. In- 
creases reveal new and surprising information making future expansion more promising, 
while decreases take us closer to being able to move. In the example of Fig. 4, if when 
we expand leaf V its value is found to be 0, then Uall leaves drops to l/32, since the 
only remaining contribution is from node T. If on the other hand V’s value is found 
to be 1, then the distribution at node U becomes ( lt,4,Os/4) and Uall leaves increases to 
l/8 + (3/4) ( l/32), because it now becomes vital to expand leaf W. Note that these two 
outcomes contribute equally to Bv, as they must because UV = 0, and they contribute 
to Uv with opposite signs. Subtracting the pre-expansion Uall leaves = 31/512 from the 
post-expansion one yields in the first case (when V = 0) a change of 15/512, and in 
I2 To avoid any possibility of confusion, we note that throughout this paragraph, Uail leaves refers to the quantity 
calculated before the substitution of the distribution at leaf L. 
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the second case 3 times that, hut the first outcome (V = 0) is weighted with probability 
3/4 while the second is weighted with probability l/4. In total Bv = 45/1024. These 
outcomes are two sides of the same coin-we wanted to explore V because we might 
find a winning combination. Finding the combination-or ruling it out-both are valu- 
able exercises. Extracting utility immediately, or finding that there is utility to extract in 
the next expansions-both are equally valuable if we neglect the time cost of doing a 
few more leaf expansions. l3 
AL equally weights increases and decreases in Q’ . Note from Eq. (9) that the expected 
change in Q’ when we expand any leaf is always zero. Thus the potential increases are 
in fact equal to the potential decreases. Thus, if instead of summing over the absolute 
values of increases and decreases, as in Eq. (13), we instead defined AL to be simply 
the sum over the absolute values of the decreases, AL would give precisely the same 
leaf expansion utilities to every leaf as AL, except for a meaningless constant factor 
of 2. 
Indeed, an a posteriori point of view indicates that one should only count the decreases. 
Recall our model is: each leaf has some value, that we learn when we expand it. Now 
there is a “paradox”: how can the expansion utility increase when we expand a leaf? After 
all, expanding a leaf always yields information, so how can the remaining information 
after the expansion be more valuable than the remaining information (a superset) was 
before the expansion? The resolution of this paradox is that the remaining expansion 
does not actually become more valuable, but our previous estimate of it, i.e. Q’, may 
have been in error. The value of the leaf has not changed, we have merely learned more 
precisely what it is. Our previous estimate of Q’ erred because it mis-estimated this 
leaf. When we expand a leaf and find that Q’ increases, what we are really learning 
is that our previous estimate of Q’ was too low. Thus it makes sense to define the a 
posteriori utility with respect to move 1 before leaf L is expanded as the maximum of 
what Eq. (8) computes before the leaf is expanded and what it computes after. In this 
viewpoint, expanding the leaf of maximal AL is equivalent to expanding the leaf that 
has highest expected drop in a posteriori remaining utility. 
If you were going to make a monetary bet with a friend that the world will be 
destroyed next Monday, fair odds should reflect the value of money on Tuesday in the 
two eventualities, and likewise it makes no sense to decide which nodes to expand based 
on a priori estimates. UL values leaf L by summing the signed changes between Uatt leaves 
computed before the expansion and after. But this cancels inherently meaningless positive 
quantities against potentially meaningful negative ones. From an a posteriori point of 
view, the correct thing to do is to count the decreases only-or equivalently to add the 
absolute values of the positive and negative quantities. 
is Perhaps the following analogy will clarify why both alternatives should be weighted. Say we play a game 
in which I let you flip a coin. If it comes up heads, I will pay you one dollar. If it comes up tails, I will 
let you flip another coin and this time if it comes up heads, I pay you two dollars, but if it comes up tails 
the second time, I pay you nothing. If we neglect risk aversion and the effort invested in an extra flip, you 
are ambivalent about how the first coin flip turns out-your expectation in either case is a dollar. Note our 
model of expansion assumes that expanding a leaf replaces it with an exact value. Thus in our model, we will 
eventually extract all the utility in the tree if we expand every leaf. 
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In Fig. 4, Bv = Av because VV = 0, i.e. expanding V cannot, by itself change our 
favorite move. However AT and BT differ, because UT is nonzero. BT is computed 
analogously to Bv and found to be l/32, while14 AT = 15/512. Thus using AL and 
BL as measures gives a different weighting of the leaves-but only for leaves with 
non-zero U,. 
3.2. AL approximates a sum over all probabilistically weighted conspiracies 
AL can be seen to approximate the total contribution of leaf L to utility including 
interactions in a certain sense that we will now describe. McAllester defined a set of n 
leaves to be a conspiracy if an arbitrary change in their values could result in a change 
in the negamaxed value of the root [ 281. With our greater machinery, we claim to have a 
more sophisticated accounting, because we take simultaneous account of the fluctuations 
of all leaf values, with appropriate probabilistic weight, and with appropriate weight for 
the importance of the fluctuation. For some of the configurations in our ensemble, our 
current move choice is not the correct one. Call such a configuration a “conspiring 
configuration”. Some of the “conspiring configurations” are conspiring independent of 
what value leaf L takes, and knowing the value of leaf L gives us no useful information. 
For other “conspiring configurations”, the value leaf L takes is critical. 
Let C be some configuration of all the leaf values. Define “Cost(C)” to be the 
amount the best move is better than move 1 in configuration C. We will measure the 
impact of leaf L in a particular conspiring configuration C by how much its value 
affects Cost(C). More specifically we will attribute to leaf L in configuration C an 
“impact” equal to the absolute difference between Cost(C) and the average cost of all 
the configurations that are identical to C on all the other leaves but L. This measures 
how important leaf L’s value is in determining the cost of the configuration. Intuitively, 
if you can predict the cost of the configuration C accurately without knowing the value 
of leaf L by simply averaging over the costs with possible values of leaf L, then leaf L 
is not important in determining the cost of C, and knowing the value of leaf L is not 
essential. Our definition of impact is, however, probably best understood by studying 
the worked example below. We will define aL to be the total impact of leaf L summed 
over all appropriately weighted conspiring configurations. Let us make this precise. 
Let 
Q;(x”) 3 Cost(C). (15) 
In this definition Q& depends on the state C of all the leaves, and we have made explicit 
its dependence on the value xL of leaf L by writing it as Qh (xL). We define QA (x,:) 
to be the Cost of C’, where C’ is the configuration C except that leaf L has value xi. 
I4 To compute AT. we must compute how much better other moves arc than move 1, after expanding 7’. 
Replace T by 9/16. Then with probability l/16 U is the best move, l/2 better than S; and with probability 
15/16 T is the best move, l/16 better than S. Total Qt(T = 9/16) = l/32 + 15/16 x l/16 = 23/256. 
Subtracting Udt leaves gives 15/512. Replacing T by 7/ 16 gives an equal value. The two are averaged to give 
AT = 151512. 
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Table 1 
Configurations in Fig. 4. Each configuration is defined by the three values of the leaf 
nodes T, V, W. We have arbitrarily numbered the configurations l-8 for convenience 
Config. # T’s value V’s value w’s value Weight cost 
I 9116 0 0 9132 l/16 
2 9116 1 0 3132 l/l6 
3 9116 0 1 3132 l/16 
4 9116 1 1 l/32 l/2 
5 7116 1 1 l/32 l/2 
6 7116 0 0 9132 0 
7 7116 1 0 3132 0 
8 7116 0 1 3132 0 
Now we will measure the impact of leaf L to this configuration by taking the absolute 
difference of Qk ( xL), and Q& (x’) averaged over the possible values of leaf L. We call 
this SC. Then 
Now the total contribution of leaf L is the expectation value 
SL f (SC), (17) 
where the ( ) denotes ensemble average, i.e. average over all configurations C weighted 
by their probabilities. In Appendix A we prove the theorem that 
AL < aL < 2AL (18) 
and for leaves with two spike distributions, SL = AL Thus AL closely approximates the 
total probabilistically weighted contribution of leaf L to all conspiring configurations. 
Note-we do not know how to compute all the SL values efficiently. We will describe 
in subsequent sections influence function techniques that allow us to compute the AL or 
BL efficiently for all leaves. 
Example. Table 1 shows all the configurations in the tree of Fig. 4. Leaf T should get 
no credit for configurations 4 and 5 in the sense that their cost is the same independent 
of the value of T. Had we expanded V and W and found them both 1, we would not care 
about T. If we had found V or W to be 0, however, we would have some configuration 
other than 4 or 5, and we would want to expand T. ST correctly weights these effects. 
If we replace T by 7116 in configuration 1, we reach configuration 6 with cost = 0. 
The average of the costs of configurations 6 and 1 is l/32. Hence we attribute to T a 
contribution [l/16 - l/321 for configuration 6 and /l/16 - l/321 for configuration 1. 
Configurations 1 and 6 each have weight 9132. Hence Configurations 1 and 6 contribute 
2 x (9/32) x (l/16 - l/32) to ST. Likewise configurations 2, 3, 7, and 8 contribute 
4 x (3/32) x (l/16 - l/32). Totaling ST = 15/512. This is exactly AT as computed 
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before. This measures the total impact of leaf T on expected cost, when we sum over 
all possible configurations taking into account how leaf T’s value affects the cost of 
each. 
Likewise leaf V is unimportant once we expand W and find it 0. But if we had 
expanded W and found it 1, we would be very interested in the value of V. 6” sums 
over all such configurations how much impact the value of V would have. Averaging 
over configurations 3 and 4, we find an expected cost of 1 l/64. These two configurations 
thus contribute (3/32)11/16- 11/641 + (l/32)11/2- 11/64) = 21/1024 to S”, while 
configurations 5 and 8 contribute 3/128. In total 6” = 45/1024 = Av, as mandated by 
our theorem. 
We defined Q’ and AL to abstract away the immediate gain from expanding a leaf 
and focus on the interaction effects. The idea is that in practice we will be in “the large 
expansion limit”, where we will expand enough leaves before moving to extract almost 
all the utility in the tree. In this limit, 6~ measures the total effect of leaf interactions, 
and hence AL approximates it. A leaf with high 8~ is one that is likely to lead to 
interesting further expansions. BL differs from AL in incorporating immediate gain for 
leaves with nonzero UL. Very intuitively speaking, it seems possible that the immediate 
gain may just be a misleading distraction in the large expansion limit. However, AL and 
BL will usually be very similar, and it is possible one could show that BL 3 AL > BL/~, 
in which case one would have an immediate (if weaker) approximation theorem for BL. 
We have used AL in our experiments. 
3.3. Time control and termination of search 
It is natural to terminate growth when the expected utility of such growth is less than 
the cost of the compute time required to carry it out. The expected utility of future 
growth can be estimated by using Uarr leaves. So we now need to estimate the “cost of 
time” in units compatible to the cost of losing the game. 
In practice this could be accomplished with a heuristic “penalty function”. For exam- 
ple, suppose that one must make 40 moves in 2 hours of thinking time, or else forfeit 
the game. Then one might use as the “cost of time” per second, cm/t, where m is the 
number of moves one still has left to make in the time t that will be left after doing 
next the growth stage, and c is a positive constant chosen empirically. 
What penalty function is the right one? We will now derive one possible criterion. 
Our starting point is the table l5 given by Newborn [ 301 of the probability p(d) 
that the the chess machine Belle, when searching d ply deep, will prefer a different 
move to the one it prefers at d - 1 ply. This data came from 447 searches performed 
by Belle while extending its opening book into the early middle game. We also give 
figures from W.D. Smith’s Warri program WI for 3523 selfplay searches performed with 
29-42 seeds in play, with data only collected on 1 game ply out of 10 in an effort to 
assure independence among searches. In the WI data, whenever the move preference 
I5 The error bars on each Belle p(d) estimate arc about f0.02, and the VI errors, that can be computed from 
sample size, are about.01 for depths less than 16, rising to.05 by depth 20. 
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ordering changed, that was counted as an opinion change, even if WI’S favorite move 
remained unchanged. 
d 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Belle p(d) 0.331 0.331 0.217 0.295 0.260 0.226 
WI P(d) 0.747 0.605 0.538 0.460 0.449 0.379 0.335 0.262 
WI # samples 3523 3523 3523 3522 3521 3520 3519 3518 
d 11 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 
Belle p(d) 0.177 0.181 
WI p(rl) 0.249 0.209 0.251 0.221 0.162 0.093 0.051 0.000 
wl # samples 3508 3430 3069 1755 729 309 39 20 
p(d) matters because it is pointless to waste time searching to ply d rather than 
d - 1, if you are not going to change your mind about the best move. Presumably if 
you do change your move decision as a result of deeper search, that will increase your 
probability of winning the game, typically by some amount (say) f(d) . Thus p(d) is 
the obvious place to start if you want to get a relationship between time expenditure 
and win probability. 
It is not clear what formulas should be used to describe U(d) s p( d)f( d). (Ex- 
perimental data explicitly about U(d) rather than just p(d) is in [ 211.) To derive our 
formula, we will use the Szabos’ [46] suggestion U(d) = exp( -cl - czd), for some 
positive real constants ~1, ~2. (An alternative formula would be David Levy’s suggestion 
of c~d-~, but this seems to be less supported by the data in [Zl] and also seems less 
plausible theoretically.) 
Suppose one is given an infinitesimal extra amount dt of time to use in some future 
search. The increase in win probability that one can expect to get from this is proportional 
to ( dt) + U(log, t)/t, where B is the effective branching factor of the search. Similarly, 
if we are given an infinitesimal extra amount dt of time to use in a total of m future 
searches (each one with dt/m extra time), the total utility we may expect to derive 
from that is proportional to (m/t> U( log, [r/m] ) dt. 
We should stop searching and move when the total utility left in the present search 
is smaller than the estimated extra utility we will be able to extract from the m future 
searches if we stop searching and save time At. Substituting in the Szabo and Levy 
formulas (and using At in place of dt) yields 
A search termination criterion. Stop searching and move when 
m/t 
c3 log, (t/m)2 
according to Levy, 
(19) 
Cq(m/t)1+C5 according to Szabo. 
Here At is the estimated time to adjoin an extra stage to the present search, U,n leaves i
an estimate of the utility gain we will get by performing that extra search stage, t is the 
time that would then remain to make the next m moves in, and the q are positive real 
constants (cg = c2/ In B). 
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If f(d) z f( 0)) the Szabo and Belle data on chess would imply cs = 0.085 f 0.04, 
and the WI Warri data would yield cs = 0.15 6 0.02. 
Our function “U(d)” might well depend, not only on l6 d, but also on the game-stage, 
since perhaps earches have a different character in chess openings and chess endgames. 
(For example, there is a different branching factor.) That could be accounted for by 
allowing the ci to be game-stage dependent. 
4. Algorithmics 
This section will describe the algorithm that we use to efficiently grow the search tree. 
Our goal is an algorithm that takes time proportional to the size of the final search tree. 
Alpha-beta takes time proportional to the search tree it grows. If we can achieve linear 
time also, we will be as efficient as alpha-beta (up to a hopefully small constant factor) 
and so will be able to evaluate about as many positions in making our move decisions. 
Hopefully because of our search direction techniques, the positions we evaluate will be 
more informative than those alpha-beta does. However, if we were to spend most of our 
time deciding which leaves to expand, alpha-beta might beat us in volume. 
Our method of achieving near linear time performance is based on two techniques. 
We grow the tree in a series of “gulps”. In each gulp we expand a constant fraction of 
the most interesting leaves, according to our relevance measure QSS. Each gulp expands 
the size of our tree by a constant factor. Each gulp takes time near linear in the size 
of its tree. Thus the total time for all the gulp operations is a geometric series. In 
other words it is proportional to the size of the final tree, just as we wanted. This idea, 
borrowed from “iterative deepening” used in alpha-beta programs, is expanded on in 
the next subsection. 
To perform each gulp in near linear time, we use an approach that walks up and down 
all paths simultaneously in the tree. On the upward pass we use Eq. (4) to propagate 
distributions up the tree. On the downward pass we calculate “influence functions” that 
allow us to calculate the QSS for each leaf in parallel. Since Eq. (4) is multilinear, we 
can calculate at each node on the way down a coefficient stating how Uatt leaves would 
change if we change any one spike height at that node. When we get to the leaves, this 
allows us to calculate the QSS of the leaf. We detail this in Section 4.2. 
Section 4.3 puts the algorithm together and calculates its efficiency. 
4.1. Incremental growth of stored subtree. “Gulp” trick 
We iteratively expand the most “relevant” fraction f of the leaves in one gulp, and 
then re-valuate the entire tree from scratch. Here f is some constant with 0 < f < 1. If 
the final tree has a typical branching factor b bounded above 1, then the total work to 
do all the iterations is bounded by a geometric series. Summing this series one sees the 
I6 d here is a dummy variable for time of search. In our approach it need not represent maximum depth, but 
might more appropriately represent number of gulps, cf. Section 4.1. 
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work to do all the iterations is at most C times the work in the final iteration, for C a 
constant depending on b and f. 
If the number of leaves of the current tree is L, then the number of leaves in the 
next tree (after the gulp) will be gL, where the “effective growth factor” g is given by 
g = 1 + (b - 1) f. The slowdown factor C, assuming the runtime cost of valuating a 
tree grows as least as quickly as its number of leaves, will be 
c 6 1 +g-’ +g-2+.. g .=-=1+ 
1 
g-1 (b- l)f' 
If one parametrizes f in terms of a positive constant K by f E b’/” - l/b - 1, then 
after d gulps one has b d/K leaves. This will allow the iterative gulp procedure to examine 
some nodes that lie K times deeper than naive negamaxing with a constant-depth cutoff, 
could go. For example, with b x 38 (chess) and K = 6 we have C x 2.2. For K >> In b 
we find C M l/2 + K/ ln b. 
Making f larger decreases the runtime but also decreases the control we have over 
the search. One may empirically seek an f that best balances these two effects. For our 
Othello program, surveyed in Section 5, the optimal f seemed to be about 0.04. Using 
f = 0.1 degraded the performance of our Othello program about as much as giving it a 
factor 4 less thinking time. Using f = 0.03, 0.02 or 0.01 also degraded its performance, 
but less dramatically. 
We have no guarantee that the utility of expanding a gulp is comparable to the 
utility of expanding the same number of leaves one at a time. The dependence of our 
experimental results on gulp fraction indicates some danger here, but on the other hand 
our successes indicate our method has some validity, cf. Section 5 and [45]. 
The gulp trick makes it easy to design efficient algorithms that both grow the tree, 
and valuate the tree nodes, in sensible ways. Some previous authors have proposed 
approaches that expand the tree one leaf at a time. This can be done efficiently if one 
only needs to re-value the nodes on the length-d path from the expanded leaf up to 
the root, and if, by cleverly updating stored information somehow, one can then still 
efficiently find the most “relevant” leaf of the new tree to expand next. See Sections 7.1 
and 7.4 for a discussion of previous work in this vein. We do not see how to im- 
plement our algorithms without gulping, however. Every such one-at-a-time algorithm 
must pay a slowdown factor at least proportional to the depth d of the leaf being ex- 
panded, compared to the cost of expanding the same number of leaves using the gulp 
trick. 
4.2. Ir$uence functions 
Examining Eq. (4)) reproduced here for convenience, 
b 
(21) 
i=l 
we find that it is multilinear. That is, if we hold C fixed for all the children but child 7, 
and change the height of the kth existing spike at v by an amount &, then the height 
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Fig. 5. This figure shows the changes in the distribution at node R in Fig. 3 when the spike height at x = 5 
at node S is increased by 6. The changes from Fig. 3 are circled throughout. Fig. (a) gives the simple 
tree. The distribution ps at node S is now (4t/2,5t/4+~, 61/d), represented graphically in Fig. (b). Fig. (c) 
shows 6, unchangedfrom Fig. 3. Fig. (d) shows pR that is derived from Fig. (e). Fig. (e) shows -Es(x) 
as a solid line, cr(x) as a dashed line, and cR( -x) as a dotted line. cR( -x) is computed as before as 
Zs (x)?(x). Fig. (d) shows a spike at each jump in cR( -n), with height equal the height of the jump. pR 
is (-~IJ~+sJ~, -4114, -51/~/s. -611s). 
of the jth spike at the parent will change by some amount Mj,k8kr where b’fj,k is a 
constant matrix we can easily calculate. Mj,k is simply the derivative of the jth spike 
height at the parent with respect to the kth spike height at child 7, but because of the 
multilinearity it applies to large deviations as well as small ones. 
In this section we will show how we can exploit these linearity properties to compute 
certain linear scalar functions of spike heights rapidly at all the leaves. In particular, in 
Section 4.2.1 we will explain how we can efficiently compute the AL at all leaves. 
Consider for example the tree of Fig. 3. If we add an amount S onto the spike at 
x = 5 in S, so that this spike is now of height l/4 + 6, we reach Fig. 5. Note that Cs 
increased by 6 for x < 5. cR( -x) therefore changed for x 6 5 too. i? is now l/2 + 6 
for 4 < x < 5. For 4 < x < 5, therefore, cR( -x) E Z;s(x)i?(~> = (l/2 + 6) (l/2) 
meaning that the spike at x = -5 in the distribution at R increased by S/2. For 3 < 
X 6 4, CR(-X) = (l+ @(l/2), so cR( -x> is increased by 6/2 in the whole range 
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3 < --x 6 5, and so the spike at x = -4 in the distribution at R did not change. Finally 
for x 6 3 we find ZR ( -x) = ( 1 + 8) ( 1) so the spike at x = -3 at R increased by 
s/2. 
Note that all the spike height changes are proportional to S, i.e. the transformation is 
linear. Of course, adding 6 to the spike height at x = 5 in S is a fiction, since the sum 
of all S’s jumps no longer adds to 1. Nonetheless, we can still formally compute the 
jump height changes at R. A real perturbation at S would involve perturbing more than 
one jump height, with the sum of perturbations equal zero. But since the perturbations 
at R are linear, they simply add. 
In general, what is the impact on the spike heights of the parent if we increase some 
child 7’s spike height at position x0 by S? There are several effects. First, P(x) is 
increased by 8 for x < x0. This causes a change in the height of the corresponding 
jump j at -xc in the parent’s CDF, i.e. in cPWent( -no). Let Ap(PWe”‘)( -x0) denote the 
change in the height of the jump in the parent’s CDF at -xc. Then 
AP (pxent)(-xo) = (F(xo) + S) l-p(Q) - j-p(xo) 
i#v i 
=Cq-&‘(no) 
i+q 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
where in the products i ranges over the children of the parent. 
Next, we have to consider the effect on jumps in the parent at locations l7 x < --x0. 
Jumps in the parent’s CDF that resulted from other jumps in the CDF of the same child 
7 are unchanged, because the parent’s CDF raises by the same amount on both sides of 
such jumps. But jumps in the parent’s CDF due to other children are affected. Consider 
a jump in the parent at x caused by some child y # 7. Denote by p(Pive”‘)(x) the 
jump size before increasing the height of the jump in child 7 at x0 by 6. Denote by 
p’(Pae”‘)(x) the jump size after increasing the jump in the child. Then we have 
P (p=“t)(-_X) ,pY(x) nzyx, 
izy 
(25) 
P ‘(p=e”t)(-X) =pY(x)(Z(x) + 6) fl C’(x) 
i+v,y 
(26) 
and so the change in the parent jump size is 
I7 The situation is slightly complicated if there are two children with jumps at xo. One then treats the jump in 
the parent as composed of two separate components, one at xu + E, in the limit where E + 0. Any consistent 
tiebreaking definition will give equally valid influence coefficients. Note however that different definitions 
will lead to different influence coefficients. One must use the same convention when calculating the influence 
coefficients as when applying them. When we say “jumps in the parent at locations x < no” we include jumps 
at x = no arising from children that come earlier according to our tie breaking scheme. 
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Q,(P=“‘) (-x) =SpY(x) JJ Fi’(x) (27) 
i+v,r 
=gp 
(P=nt) ( -x) 
P(x) . (28) 
We have now computed how a change in a spike height at a child affects all the spike 
heights in the parent. Eq. (24) says how jumps due to the child are affected, and 
Eq. (28) says how jumps due to siblings are affected. 
Now say we were interested some linear function of the parent’s jump heights, F E 
C,i $are”tpTarent, where pTzent is the height of the jth spike at the parent, and the ZTarent 
are some constants. How would F change when we made changes in the spikes at a 
child? We know that the change in F, A F, can be written as a linear function in the 
spike height changes of the child, i.e. as 
AF = c i;hildApj (29) 
for some set of coefficients Zjchild, where Apj is the change in the jth spike at the child. 
Combining one term of the form (24) with a summation over terms of the form (28)) 
we have found that Ichild is defined by I 
Ichird = Ip~ent~t=nt( _xj) /phitd(Xj) 
.I J 
+ c p~entpp-entphild ( _xk). k 
k=jumps in parent at J&>-X, due to siblings 
(30) 
But now, say those changes in the spike heights at this child originated from changes 
in the spikes of one of its children in turn? We could just apply Eq. (30) again. 
Definition. The jth in$uence coeficierzt ZT of F at a node 77 is the amount that F will 
change by if the jth spike at 71 is increased by 1 in height. Here we assume that F is a 
linear, scalar function of the spike heights at some node or nodes above 77 in the tree. 
Given a function F, say at the root, we can walk down the tree at each node computing 
the influence coefficients for each of its children, until we reach the leaves. Assume we 
have the influence coefficients Zy and the distribution at node v, with each jump labelled 
with its influence coefficient, and the child it came from. The child label was attached 
on the way up when we computed the distribution at q. We desire now to compute the 
influence coefficients for 3’s children. Assuming the jumps at 3 are stored in a sorted 
list, we consider them in order of decreasing abscissa. As we consider each jump in the 
parent, we accumulate the ci(x) of the corresponding child, and some quantities that 
allow us to compute the sum in Eq. (30)) and we assign an influence coefficient to 
the corresponding jump in the child by applying Eq. (30). Pseudo-code can be found 
in [6]. 
If N is the number of leaves in the tree, and say each leaf has a k spike distribution, the 
total time and storage needed to do this top-down propagation is bounded by Nkd + TO, 
since the time and storage needed at any level of the tree to find all the influence 
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functions at all the nodes of the next level, is O( Nk). Here To represents the time 
needed to find the initial starting linear transformations at the children of the root; for 
F = U,il leaves3 we find To = 0( Nk). 
Note that these influence function methods are critical to our time bounds. There will 
generally be a( Nk) spikes in the CDFs near the root. Any naive approach to find the 
expansion relevance of a particular leaf would then take time of order Nk. But this 
means that valuing all N leaves would take time of order N*, that is unacceptable. 
4.2.1. Computing Q Step Size 
In particular, if we compute the influence coefficients for the function Uatt leaves, these 
allow us to compute the Q Step Size for all the leaves. Rewriting l8 Eq. (7) 
u a11 leaves = Q’ = (PR) + (PI), (31) 
where pt is the distribution at child I of the root, and child 1 is our current favorite 
child. Here (PR) = CZ x;pf and (pt) = cj xjpj where (_rR, pR) and (x1, p’) are 
respectively the abscissa positions and jump heights at the root and child 1. Thus (PR) 
and (pt) are both linear quantities in the spike heights. Thus we can readily apply the 
above formalism to compute influence coefficients Z,? such that the change in U,tt leaves 
when we change the jth spike height at node q by Sj is precisely ZySj. 
In Eq. ( 13) we defined the Q Step Size AL as 
where pj is the spike height at location xj at leaf L and Q;(j) is the value of Q’ if 
leaf L’s distribution is replaced by the value Xj. Recall that Q’ = Uatt leaves. Thus the 
influence coefficients Zy are precisely the influence coefficients of Q’. To collapse the 
spikes at leaf L to the single spike at Xi, we apply a perturbation Sj E ( 1 -pj) to spike 
j, and a perturbation Si f -pi to all other spikes i. When we make such a change at 
leaf L, we find 
AQ’ s Q;(j) -Q’ =CZ/‘Si= (1 -pj)Z~-CpiZ~ =IJL-CpiZf. (33) 
i i#j i 
But we have AL = Cy=, PjlAQ’J and thus we have the following theorem. 
This equation allows one easily and efficiently to compute AL from the influence 
coefficients and the spike heights at leaf L. 
” (PI) = -(L’I) in Eq. (7) because of the negamax sign convention. 
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4.3. Putting it all together: algorithm and time analysis 
The final combined algorithm that we recommend is the following. 
1. Start with a search tree S consisting of the root and its m children. 
2. Compute (Eq. (7)) estimated bound on expansion utility Uaii leaves; if less than 
estimated cost of time for further expansion (Section 3.3), then goto step 8. In 
particular if m 6 1, this would happen since Lr,ii leaves =0. 
3. Compute the utility influence functions (cf. Eqs. (30) and (34) ) of the L leaf 
nodes of S. 
4. Use them to find Q Step Sizes (QSS) for all leaves (cf. Section 4.2.1). 
5. Mark a fraction f of the topmost relevant (largest QSS) leaves. 
6. Expand marked leaves of tree S, use the evaluator to provide probability distribu- 
tions for each of the new leaves, and (re)calculate the CDFs at all nodes using 
Eq. (4). 
7. Goto step 2. 
8. Find the child of the root whose distribution has smallest mean, return it as the 
best move. and exit. 
Pseudo-code for the important parts of this can be found in [ 61. Here f, the fraction 
of leaves to expand, is some constant with 0 < f 6 1, as explained in Section 4.1. 
We assume that the total time it takes for the evaluation function to evaluate a node 
and return a result is u x Ev, where the “result” consists of a vector of u different 
numbers and Ev is some amount. We let V denote the total number of numbers output 
by the evaluation function on all the calls to it that we make. Thus the total time spent 
inside the evaluation subroutine is V x Ev. We also assume that finding the IZ moves 
one can make in a given position takes 0( 1 f n) . Mv time and making or unmaking 
a move takes O(Mv) time, where Mv is some constant value. (This assumption is 
usually realistic if the game has a “board” of bounded size.) Let b be the geometric 
mean branching factor and let d be the average depth of the leaves on our (final 
partial) tree S. Let ISI and L be respectively the number of nodes and the number of 
leaves in S. Let c be a small constant with units of time, the number of seconds to 
compute the distribution at a node with two children each of which has a two spike 
distribution. 
Now Step 1 is trivial. Step 6 (that has larger, or comparable, runtime and space 
consumption than steps 2-4) takes runtime 0( [SlMv + VEv + cVd log b) and consumes 
storage 0( Vd). Step 5 takes O(L) time and storage by the use of a linear-time se- 
lection algorithm [ 10,171. All iterations of the “gulping” loop (steps 2-7 inclusive) 
are dominated by the final iteration, up to the small slowdown factor C = O( 1) (see 
Section 4.1), leading to the final bound on the total running time and storage of: 
runtime = 0( (Ev + cd log b) V + Mv(S/) , storage = O( dV + ISI). (35) 
We have here allowed ourselves a d log b factor of the sort we disallowed in previous 
comments on the limitations of one-at-a-time algorithms (Section 4.1). But, if Ev and 
Mv are decently large, i.e. of the same order as (or larger than) d log b (as will probably 
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happen in complicated games such as chess), then our procedure’s runtime, including 
all “constant factors”, will be linear and entirely comparable to the runtime of a naive 
tree searcher. l9 
5. Search experiments 
We have tested our algorithm on Othello, Warri, and Kalah. Detailed results are 
reported in [ 451. Here we give only a brief survey. 
We played tournaments against two types of opponents-alpha-beta programs of 
our own devising; and external opponents. The advantage of playing against our own 
programs was that we could control better for side-effects. Our alpha-beta programs used 
as scalar evaluation function the mean of our distribution valued evaluation function. 
This allows a direct comparison of the power of the search algorithms only. 
We invested extensive effort in training evaluation functions for each of our alpha-beta 
programs. We implemented good move ordering heuristics and “iterative deepening”. We 
also implemented quiescence in those games where we believed it would improve alpha- 
beta’s play. We also tested against an alpha-beta Othello program incorporating Buro’s 
Probcut tree shaping heuristic [ 11 I, because it seems particularly powerful. We did not 
implement for either our alpha-beta opponents, or our Bayesian game players, opening 
books, transposition tables, or strong endgame solvers. 
Our alpha-beta Othello program Obogon was ranked higher than any human (and 
most programs) on the Internet Othello Server. A version of our alpha-beta Warri 
program beat Warri master and author Chamberlin 7 games to 0, and may be the 
world’s strongest Warri entity. The AB Warri program we used in our experiments was 
a simplified version of this, dropping the opening book and transposition tables, and 
with reduced endgame tables. 
Our Bayesian Othello program “Obippie” dominated our alpha-beta Othello program 
“Obogon”, and in fact could give it substantial time odds. See Table 2. If Obippie 
had 50 seconds, Obogon was about even with 250 seconds, a giveaway factor of 5. If 
Obippie had 100 seconds, the giveaway factor increased to about 14. If Obippie had 200 
seconds, the giveaway factor was about 28. If Obippie had 300 seconds, the giveaway 
factor was about 95. These results are graphed in Fig. 6. Unfortunately it was impossible 
to run these experiments giving Obippie human tournament time limits of 1800 seconds, 
because with a giveaway factor of 100 or more, it would take years for alpha-beta to 
play all the games in a tournament. These results, in a head to head competition designed 
to focus on our Bayesian search algorithm’s potential while controlling for extraneous 
I’) If the d log b term dominates-as might happen i simple games such as Kalah-one can approximate by 
compressing probability distributions as one goes up the tree. With L leaves each with k spikes, our exact 
propagation yields a root distribution with up to kL spikes. Compressing the distribution by a factor of 2 
at each depth would yield an approximate distribution with about 2-dkL spikes. The d log b term in the 
runtime would then be replaced by log b, and the dV term in the space consumption would be replaced by 
V. N.B. the compression scheme must respect multilinearity for the influence function function propagation. 
One possibility is to replace every pair of two consecutive spikes by a single spike at their averaged location 
and with their summed masses. 
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Table 2 
Othello results at various time odds. (See also Fig. 1.) These compare our Bayesian Program BP to our 
alpha-beta program AB. “Limit” and “used” columns are in seconds. “AB ply” is ply depth reached by AB. 
“Conf.” (respectively “Disc cone’) gives the number of tr confidence, computed using tournament score 
(respectively disc score), that the tournament winner was a superior player. Disc score tends to give more 
confidence since one gains more than 1 bit of information per game 
BP with 50 second time limit (giveaway factor z 5) 
AB limit AB used AB ply BP used Ratio Conf. Disc conf. 
70 
150 
250 
450 
47.25 5.87 36.07 1.31 4.15 6.71 
106.89 6.46 36.96 2.89 1.25 0.26 
181.34 6.88 36.45 4.98 0.95 0.29 
317.10 7.27 36.53 8.68 -0.89 -2.45 
BP with 100 second time limit (giveaway factor z 14) 
AB limit AB used AB ply BP used Ratio Conf. Disc conf. 
120 84.58 6.26 81.35 1.04 5.10 8.24 
200 144.24 6.69 82.42 1.75 3.98 6.25 
400 282.99 7.22 83.11 3.41 2.61 4.43 
800 552.43 7.67 82.43 6.70 1.48 1.95 
1100 755.92 7.90 83.11 9.10 1.35 1.53 
1600 1102.66 8.16 83.89 13.14 0.59 0.69 
2100 1438.70 8.36 84.10 17.11 0.24 -1.31 
BP with 200 second time limit (giveaway factor x 28 “) 
AB limit AB used AB ply BP used Ratio Conf. Disc conf. 
225 162.72 6.81 161.10 1.01 5.87 12.20 
400 289.5 1 7.22 166.40 1.74 5.36 9.47 
800 557.05 7.69 164.70 3.38 4.33 7.22 
1600 1100.24 8.14 167.79 6.56 2.79 4.76 
3200 2190.19 8.63 169.06 13.0 1.60 2.67 
4800 3205.77 8.86 167.58 19.1 1.25 1.86 
BP with 300 second time limit (giveaway factor w 95 “) 
AB limit AB used AB ply BP used Ratio Conf. Disc conf. 
340 246.69 7.10 244.56 1.01 5.82 10.53 
600 418.35 7.49 239.67 1.75 5.16 9.73 
1500 1032.08 8.09 245.04 4.2 1 4.27 8.11 
3000 2033.11 8.57 245.34 8.29 3.09 5.16 
6000 3943.10 8.98 247.24 15.95 3.20 4.72 
il These giveaway values are extrapolations that could easily be off by a factor of 2 either way. 
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Fig. 6. Loglog plot of allowable BP-AB time consumption giveaway factor. Horizontal axis is seconds allowed 
to BP Vertical axis is our best guess of giveaway factor, at which AB plays equally strongly, based on time 
odds tourney reported in Table 2. Readers may conjure up their own error bars from Table 2. 
factors such as strength of evaluation function, and implementation of endgame solvers or 
transposition tables, were very encouraging. They suggested that the Bayesian advantage 
against alpha-beta increases sharply with depth, and are consistent with Bayes search 
being as powerful as alpha-beta search going a constant factor deeper than it normally 
would in time t. This is what you might hope for if you are able to focus search down 
the important lines, as we hope to. 
We also played “Obippie” against a number of the top programs, including Bugs, by 
J.C. Weill, with IOS rating 2391; Eclipse by M. Giles and C. Springer, with 10s rating 
2614, and Logistello by M. Buro, with 10s rating 2771. Bugs, Eclipse, and Logistello 
were the 3 top ranked programs on the IOS, and Logistello has won the last few 10s 
championships. We played tournaments against these programs with their opening books 
turned off. 
“Obippie” was stronger than Bugs, even when Obippie played with 5 minutes and 
Bugs had 30 minutes, for a giveaway factor of 6. Obippie was comparable to Eclipse at 
equal time controls. Obippie was beaten by Logistello. Buro estimated that Logistello 
and Obippie would be roughly equal at 20 to 1 time odds. This was arguably a creditable 
performance for Obippie because Logistello had an evaluation function 25 times as fast 
as ours, transposition tables, 20+ move endgame solver, and other improvements we 
did not implement in Obippie, but perhaps could. 
We then tested Obippie at longer time controls against Log-brute, a version of Lo- 
gistello with probcut turned off, that thus just plays a very strong alpha-beta game. 
We played matches in which Obippie was given 60 to 3840 seconds, and for each 
Obippie time limit, Log-brute was given various time limits, in an attempt to gauge 
the giveaway factor that would make them approximately equal. The giveaway factor 
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Warti results at equal time usage. BP is our Bayesian program, AB our alpha-beta. “Time” is seconds given 
each program. “Conf.” is number of standard deviations that BP is better computed from win counts. “Seed 
conf.” is computed from scores 
Time AB wins BP wins Draws AB seeds BP seeds Seed stddev Conf. Seed conf. 
80 136 196 48 23.31 24.63 4.97 2.18 2.48 
160 131 199 50 23.20 24.80 4.09 2.47 3.82 
240 134 207 39 23.16 24.84 4.34 2.65 3.76 
varied between 2.5 and 4 in favor of Log-brute. There was no obvious trend toward a 
strengthening of Obippie at longer time controls against Log-brute-if anything it fell 
off slightly. 
Its not clear why we were able to achieve scaling against our alpha-beta program but 
not against Log-brute. Plausible hypotheses include 
(1, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Playing- against a program with similar evaluation function was helpful to our 
Bayesian approach, perhaps because it is then accurate in predicting the play of 
its opponent. 
Transposition tables become more useful at longer time controls [ 431. Log-brute 
had one, and we did not, although we could implement one. 
Log-brute’s endgame search became increasingly dominant. 
Our Bayesian approach suffered increasingly from probabilistic dependencies on 
larger trees. 
Our program was tuned for shorter time controls. 
We have evidence that items 2 and 3 were factors, but probably not sufficient by 
themselves to account for the lack of scaling. 
We also played experiments in Warri and Kalah against our alpha-beta opponents. 
Our Bayesian approach was substantially better than alpha-beta in Warri, cf. Table 3, 
but worse in Kalah. Our claim in Section 4.3 that our algorithm has a constant overhead 
depends on the evaluation function being sufficiently slow that evaluations dominate 
time consumption. Kalah is such a simple game that this assumption may be invalid. 
Also, we do not have a strong evaluation function for Kalah. Our BP program won 
against our alpha-beta program in tournaments where both were allowed equal numbers 
of evaluations, but in a tournament where both were allowed equal time, AI8 won 
1009-7 1 l-202 giving 4.8 1~ confidence of being better. 
Because our approach uses its distribution valued evaluation function to decide which 
tree to search, as well as how to value the final tree, we believe its performance may 
depend critically on having a high quality, distribution valued evaluation function. De- 
signing such an evaluation function for a complex game like chess is, with current 
technology, a multi-year multi-person research project. Accordingly, we have not yet 
done chess experiments. One of us (WDS) is engaged in designing a chess evaluator 
suitable for our needs, and hopes to report on chess experiments in a future publica- 
tion. 
In summary, we have conducted extensive experiments. The best controlled experi- 
ments, head to head against our alpha-beta programs using comparable evaluators, and 
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not using additional machinery, indicated that our Bayesian algorithm is much stronger 
than alpha-beta, and its superiority increases rapidly with allowed time. Experiments 
against the world’s top Othello program call into question whether our performance 
scales much better than alpha-beta, but nonetheless confirm that our algorithm, playing 
with a much slower evaluation function, no transposition tables, and weak endgame 
solver, is still a strong approach. 
6. Extensions 
We very briefly summarize three extensions of our basic formalism. The details are 
in our longer technical report [ 61. 2o 
Note also that our formalism extends equally well to games such as backgammon 
involving “chance nodes” and can be extended to one player games, such as large 
travelling salesman problems, with only MAX nodes. 
6. I. Transpositions 
For games like chess with transpositions, different nodes of the game tree can represent 
identical positions. Thus the tree is really a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) . One can use 
a “hash table” to find recurrences of previously evaluated positions, saving evaluation 
time and storage. This idea is important in competitive chess and Othello programs. It 
can be used also in our formalism, with a few differences [ 61. *’ 
An additional question of principle arises because transpositions manifestly create 
probabilistic dependencies. The model we adopt is to continue to assume the distributions 
at leaves are independent, except for the dependencies induced by the DAG structure. We 
give in [6] a simple algorithm that provably propagates distributions under this model. 
This algorithm takes exponential time, but suggests efficient heuristics for approximate 
propagation. (We have not experimented with these heuristics.) We prove by a reduction 
to counting satisfying assignments in monotone 2-SAT [48] that it is #P-hard22 to 
correctly propagate distributions up a DAG. 
2” The technical report [ 61 also contains an expanded discussion of various leaf relevance measures, including 
expressions for relevance of leaf sets and their properties. 
” ( 1) Since we store the game-DAG, our hash table entries need to contain only a single pointer to a DAG 
node. (Game programs without tree storage have much larger hash table entries.) Each DAG node will store a 
“hash lock” for its game position, and that position’s value distribution. (2) A DAG node represents multiple 
tree nodes, each of which has an influence function. We store only the sum of all of a DAG node’s multiple 
influence functions and regard this as “the” influence function of that DAG node. The idea is that this is 
functionally equivalent to not compressing the tree into a DAG at all. Then each DAG node has a unique 
QSS value, which includes contributions from multiple tree nodes. Thus a position will be more relevant if 
expanding it gives information about multiple leaves of the search tree. (3) In order to prevent creation of 
directed cycles, we store the search depth with each DAG node, and whenever we create a new node, we only 
combine it with a hashed node having an identical position if that node has depth greater than or equal to 
ours. 
22 This implies that, unless P = NP, any algorithm correctly propagating distributions will take in worst case 
time superpolynomial in the size of the DAG. 
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A subtle but practically important problem arises when transposition tables are ap- 
plied, especially in chess. This problem [ 321, called “Graph History Interaction” (GHI) 
[ 121, arises because a thrice repeated chess board position is defined to be a draw. 
Thus the definition of “position” in chess implicitly includes the whole history of the 
game. Mistakes can result if one stores only the board position, discarding the historic 
information. We have an approach that completely avoids incorrect play stemming from 
GHI, but is only suitable for algorithms that, like ours, store the whole search DAG and 
grow it using gulps. 
6.2. Memory saving techniques 
To save memory, one can use an “evaluation function” that performs an ordinary 
alpha-beta search to, say, depth 3. Such a “hybrid” scheme would only store the “inner 
core” of the tree. Alternatively one can do “2-stage Bayesian search” in which an 
“outer” search is called by the inner search as its evaluation function. Memory is saved 
because the outer search trees are not kept. 2-stage Bayesian search must pay for its 
space savings with speed reduction, because the outer trees must be recalculated. 2-stage 
search would cut the number of nodes stored to roughly a square root, while imposing 
speed reductions of only a constant factor. This is because in each gulp, one of two 
things will happen at each leaf of the inner tree. If the leaf is not expanded, we do not 
need to re-search it but can merely retrieve the stored value. Conversely, if the leaf is 
expanded, we will have to re-search it at higher depth. But the higher depth re-search 
will utilize time dominating the time used by the previous search, so the time wasted in 
the initial search is negligible. 
6.3. Partial node expansion 
One may generalize our tree growth algorithm by adopting a more general notion of 
“expanding a leaf’, thus potentially increasing the relevance of each gulp. Expanding 
a leaf could append to the tree more than one generation of descendants. For example, 
when expanding a leaf we might immediately approximate the relevance of each child 
from its contribution to the distribution at the expanded former leaf and immediately 
expand any sufficiently relevant children. 
Alternatively we might revalue a node by only partially expanding it [37]. For 
example we might have two evaluation functions-an accurate but expensive one, and 
a cheap and dumb one. “Expanding” a “smart” leaf means appending all its children 
(all “dumb”), and “expanding” a dumb leaf means re-evaluating it with the smart 
evaluator. 
7. Tree-shaping algorithms by previous authors 
We now list some tree-shaping techniques, proposed by previous authors, that require 
storage of the whole tree S. These authors each implicitly had different notions of leaf 
relevance. 
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7.1. Conspiracies 
McAllester [28] defined a set of n leaves of S to be an n-conspiracy if some 
arbitrarily violent change in the scalar evaluation functions at these nodes would alter 
the negamaxed value of the root. McAllester implicitly regarded the expansion relevance 
of a leaf as inversely determined by the size of the smallest single conspiracy it could 
participate in. McAllester proposed a sophisticated algorithm that walks up and down 
the tree recursively to expand a member of the smallest current conspiracy until either 
S is unwieldily large, or the conspiracy number, i.e. the cardinality of the smallest 
conspiracy, exceeds some desired value. McAllester’s algorithm was experimentally 
found effective in tactical chess middlegames by Schaeffer [ 391, but poor in “positional” 
chess and in forced mates in which moves near the end of the forced mate line were 
“any”s. 
We now remark that large conspiracy number occurs even if one makes no special 
effort to shape the tree. Uniform trees with branching factor b > 2, and depth 2k 
(having L = b2k leaves) whose leaves all are losses, have conspiracy number a. 
We can prove (omitted) that for b-uniform depth-d trees with b fixed and random 
O-l values at the L = bd leaves (i.e. with all 2L assignments of values being equally 
likely), almost surely the conspiracy number will grow more quickly than L’12+ where 
E is any positive real. A similar result holds in Schrtifer’s [40] more realistic prob- 
abilistic model of b-uniform depth-d game trees with Boolean leaf values. Indeed, 
Schrilfer’s theoretical results can be viewed as proving that, in his model, exponentially 
large conspiracy numbers occur if and only if negamax search is not pathological. We 
also conjecture that exponentially large conspiracy numbers will almost surely occur 
in uniform trees whose leaf values are real numbers ordered according to a random 
permutation. 
McAllester’s algorithm had assumed conspiracy number bounded above by a constant. 
It is possible to modify McAllester’s algorithm to allow exponentially large conspiracies, 
but then, for trees with branching factor b 2 4 and random O-l leaf evaluations, the 
runtime would be a superlinear power of the tree size. 
McAllester only considered leaf-value changes of foe, and did not have a notion 
that larger changes might be less likely than smaller changes. Also in McAllester’s 
approach, as you start to evaluate the members of a conspiracy, you will often part- 
way through find that the values you get are inconsistent with that conspiracy actu- 
ally changing the root, and you will turn to expanding some different conspiracy. By 
comparison, note that our measure QSS does not just value a leaf in terms of its 
contribution to one conspiracy, but in terms of its contribution to the whole ensemble 
average. So our relevance measure approximates the integral over all (probabilistically 
weighted) conspiracies that a leaf participates in. That is to say: our notion of leaf 
relevance estimates how relevant expanding a particular leaf is to our ultimate pay- 
off, taking into account the influence of that leaf expansion on our future expansion 
choices. 
If we restricted our evaluation function to return distributions having a spike of height 
1 - 2~ at McAllester’s evaluation and two spikes of height E at f l/fi and then took 
the limit as E + O’, our proposal would approximate McAllester’s: 
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( 1) When E + 0, our valuation will reduce to negamax. 
(2) A leaf in a cardinality n conspiracy will have QSS proportional to e”i2, so that 
in the limit as E + 0, we will expand leaves belonging to a smallest conspiracy 
first. 
7.2. Korf and Chickering ‘s “best-$rst minimax” 
Korf and Chickering [23] recently proposed a selective minimax search that repeat- 
edly expands the “principal variation”. That is: they implicitly judge as most relevant 
whichever leaf would be reached in play if all leaf valuations were exact and agreed to 
by both sides. They report empirical results in which their algorithm beat a comparable 
alpha-beta program at shallow depths of search in Othello, but lost at greater depths. 
They report that a hybrid algorithm performed significantly better than an alpha-beta 
program, even at high depths. To gain insight on the relationship between our algorithm 
and theirs, consider the following. If we restrict our evaluation function to return dis- 
tributions having two spikes of height l/2 at Korf’s evaluation Z!ZE and then take the 
limit as E -+ Of, and use for our leaf relevance measure (instead of QSS) the influence 
function for root’s mean value, then our proposal approximates Korf and Chickering’s. 
7.3. Palay 
Palay [ 321 proposed a probability based method propagating staircase CDFs with the 
same formula (4) we use. Berliner [ 81 had proposed B* search that grew a search 
tree in an attempt to prove that some move is strictly better than all others. The leaf 
evaluator returned (lower bound, upper bound) intervals. Berliner used heuristics to 
decide between attempting to “prove best” and attempting to “disprove rest”. Palay’s 
first proposal [ 3 1 ] was to use probabilistic information in place of such heuristics to 
guide the search for such a proof, and he experimentally showed that his use of such 
information led to improvements over a similar proof-seeking algorithm that did not use 
probabilistic information. 
Later in [ 32, p. 721, Palay relaxed his goal of proving that some move was better than 
all the alternatives, replacing it with the goal of stopping searching when the confidence 
that some move “dominated” all the alternatives exceeded some fixed threshold.23 He 
then considered [32, p.751 the possibility of decreasing this threshold from 1 to 0 as 
more time was expended, that would force eventual termination. 
Our point of view is rather different than Palay’s. For example, if forced to terminate 
search before one move “dominates”, Palay proposes [ 32, p. 751 heuristics for move 
choice different than choosing the move with highest mean value. His search is motivated 
by an attempt to gain confidence that he is choosing the best move and not by any 
decision theoretic notion of utility. 
*’ We remark that examples of move triplets exist such that move A dominates move B, B dominates C, and 
C dominates A, each with probability g > l/2. For example, Let g = (a - I )/2 x 0.618 and consider 
the three probability distributions: A is 0 with probability I, B is -2 with probability 1 - g and +l with 
probability g, and C is - 1 with probability g and +2 with probability 1 - g. 
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Rather than determine which leaf of the tree was best to expand (under his criteria), 
Palay marched down from the root at each node choosing the child most likely to be 
best until he reached a leaf. As he realized [32, pp. 13 and 851 this greedy procedure 
need not pick the globally best leaf, nor even a good approximation. Palay was forced 
into this expedient, however, because examining all the leaves to find the best would 
have caused his runtime to grow superlinearly. We avoided such problems by using 
gulps. 
Palay [32] implemented his algorithm, that he called “PSB*“, to solve tactical chess 
problems. He compared it to Belle, a 130Knode/sec alpha-beta machine [ 151. In 
order to get a fair comparison, considering the different platforms, Palay “projected” 
the performance PSB* would have if implemented into 567 x faster (Belle-speed) 
hardware. His conclusion was “the PSB* algorithm is not able to perform at the same 
level as Belle; however it is not far behind.” [ 32, p. 1491. 
7.4. Rivest ‘s suggestion 
Rivest [34] suggested a method where the “max” in negamaxing is replaced by an 
L, mean. The root value then depends differentiably on the leaf values. One may find 
the gradient of the root value with respect to the leaf values, by applying the chain rule. 
The leaf corresponding to the largest element in the gradient vector, that is presumably 
the most important one, may then be expanded to obtain a larger tree S. Rivest had an 
ingenious algorithm that walked up and down the tree and found this most relevant leaf 
in O(db) steps (and as Rivest pointed out this can be reduced further to O(d)). Using 
a poor evaluation function in the game of “connect-4”, Rivest found experimentally 
that his algorithm beat alpha-beta with constant-depth cutoff when they both examined 
roughly the same number of nodes, but due to its computational overhead lost to alpha- 
beta when a 5 second per turn time constraint was imposed. We speculate that if Rivest 
had used a better evaluation function, his experimental results would have shifted more 
toward his favor, since Rivest uses the evaluation function both to value nodes and to 
decide which nodes to expand, whereas alpha-beta uses the evaluation function only in 
the former capacity. 
The great advantages of Rivest’s algorithm are its simplicity, speed, and its entirely ro- 
bust behavior when confronted with trees with high conspiracy number. Some drawbacks 
to Rivest’s relevance measure are as follows. 
( 1) Rivest decides which leaf is most relevant according to which leaf might affect 
the root’s value the most, and not which leaf might affect the choice of move. 
The difference is illustrated by a tree in which there is only one legal move. 
Rivest’s algorithm would do a laige search. 24 
(2) Without any probabilistic information about leaves, Rivest cannot realize that 
“quiet” leaves are unlikely to change value on further expansion, while “noisy” 
leaves will change value substantially. 
24 Of course, Rivest could test for this particular special case. The possibility of this quick fix in no way 
detracts from our larger point that Rive&s statistical goal is the wrong one. 
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(3) Rivest’s method for deciding on leaf relevance is ad hoc and does not try to 
incorporate influence on other expansion decisions. 
7.5. Russell and Wefald 
Russell and Wefald [ 37, Chapter 41 presented a game-tree searching algorithm called 
“MGSS*“. This algorithm proposed many ideas similar to our own, and helped to 
stimulate our research. Russell and Wefald use a measure of the “utility” of expanding 
leaves versus the cost of the time required to do so, to decide when to stop searching. 
Their evaluation function returns both a value and a variance. They then approximately 
propagate a normal distribution (of appropriate mean and variance) up the tree from 
each leaf to value its expansion utility in a greedy approximation. They grow a tree 
by expanding at each step the leaf with highest “utility”. Thus for Russell and Wefald 
(as for us) the relevance of a leaf should estimate the decision theoretic utility of 
expanding it. 
They obtained impressive results in an Othello tournament with an alpha-beta oppo- 
nent. Unfortunately, this opponent used no move-ordering heuristic. An estimate based 
on node counts leads us to suspect hat if the alpha-beta player had had a typical move 
ordering heuristic, then MGSS* would have played comparably to it. 
Since Russell and Wefald’s MGSS* considers only one node at a time, it is perhaps 
not as susceptible as our proposal to difficulties arising from node correlations. A critique 
of MGSS* as compared with the algorithm of the present paper follows. 
( 1) The worst case run time of their one-at-a-time l af expansion scheme is appar- 
ently a quadratic function of tree size n, and its typical run time behaves as a 
good fit to n1.5 (our fit to their data). 
(2) MGSS* only approximately propagates probability distributions. 
(3) MGSS* decides on its move choice, after it has finished growing the tree, based 
simply on the negamax valuation where single values are propagated. 
(4) MGSS* assumes the leaf distributions are normal, when experimentally we have 
found multimodal distributions. 
(5) MGSS*‘s relevance measure, the metagreedy approximation, completely ignores 
interactions between leaves. It terminates if the move choice conspiracy number 
exceeds 1, and we argued in Section 3 that interactions are critical component 
of relevance ven for trees of conspiracy number 1. 
8. Conclusion: we are doing the wrong thing well 
In playing a game, we are handed a well defined set of rules, a finite amount of 
calculation time, and our problem is to find moves that maximize our payoff. The 
Shannon approach involves growing a full width subtree of the game tree, evaluating 
the leaves, and using negamax. Expedited with the alpha-beta lgorithm, this has been 
effective because it is fast, and hence able to search extremely large trees. 
Our Bayesian approach to search is to probabilistically model one’s uncertainty, and 
within the model to choose first computational ctions, and then moves, in hopes of 
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maximizing our expected payoff. The question of “choosing computational actions” 
is too open ended to be tractable. In search of tractability we restrict ourselves to 
algorithms where there is a small amount of computational overhead, and at least a 
substantial constant fraction of our time is spent expanding nodes of a game search 
tree. As long as we respect this constraint, we will expand within a small constant 
as many nodes as alpha-beta. Alpha-beta expands vast quantities of nodes, a great 
majority of which are (to a human eye) absurdly irrelevant. Hence if we can utilize 
more information per node, and choose our nodes to be far more relevant, we may hope 
to do dramatically better. 
Even within these constraints, we cannot describe the optimal strategy for maximizing 
our expected payoff, but we propose a leaf relevance measure and expansion algorithm 
that we argue is near optimal. Our relevance measure approximates the total contribution 
of a leaf expansion decision to expected payoff, including its impact on later leaf 
expansion decisions, in a way we have made explicit in Section 3. Our expansion 
algorithm is fast and allows us in principle to explore the relevant lines of play several 
times as deeply as alpha-beta in the same amount of time. Our expansion strategy is 
principled, game and evaluation function independent, allowing one now to focus efforts 
on producing high quality evaluation functions. 
Our approach rests on several approximations: probabilistic independence of the dis- 
tributions at the leaves, the approximation that when a leaf is expanded its distribution 
narrows down to a value drawn from its distribution, combination of the distributions 
within the search tree as if a player at any internal node would uncover enough extra 
information through search to cause that maximal narrowing at all the (then relevant) 
leaves, and the hypothesis that the utility of a gulp is comparable to the sum of the 
QSSs of the individual leaves. Memory requirements are a disadvantage of our approach 
compared to the standard one, but if necessary these requirements can be reduced (Sec- 
tion 6) at the cost of a constant factor slowdown and some extra programming effort, 
by “2-stage” or “hybrid” ideas. 
We have experimentally tested our approach on a variety of games. While our assump- 
tions hold at best very approximately, our approach seems to substantially outperform 
the standard approach in a number of games. Brief summaries of these results have 
been included here. More details are reported in the companion paper [45]. It is per- 
haps worth noting that, while engineering improvements to the standard approach have 
been studied for 40 years, we have just begun the study of engineering improvements 
to our approach. 
We conclude with the remark that this still has little to do with how humans play 
games. The computer science approach (that we are attempting to perfect) has since 
Shannon basically regarded a game as defined by its game tree. But what makes a game 
interesting is that it has a low complexity, algorithmically efficient description apart 
from the game tree. For example, Go is defined by 9 rules on an n by n board. Any 
procedure that only accesses the underlying simplicity of a game in the form of an 
evaluation function is inherently doing the wrong thing. One can exhibit chess positions 
in which reasonable evaluation functions will not notice progress for 20 ply, but that are 
soluble by human novices. The main open question is how to go beyond the evaluation 
function picture of games. 
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Appendix A. Proof of The Conspiracy Approximation Theorem 
Please see Section 3.2 for definitions and background. 
Theorem. 
AL f SL f 2AL. (A.1) 
Furthermore, if n, the number of spikes in the probability distribution at leaf L, is 2, 
then AL = SL. Also, ifpl +p,, = a, then ALCX-’ 2 ~5~. 
Proof. We omit throughout he superscript L on aL to improve readability. Let C be 
some configuration of all the leaf values in the ensemble. Let 
QL ( xL) = Amount best move is better than move 1 by in configuration C. (A.2) 
In this definition Qh depends on the state C of all the leaves, and we have made explicit 
its dependence on the value xL of leaf L by writing it as Q& ( xL) . We define Qk (xc) 
to be the value of Q& where C’ is the configuration C except hat leaf L has value xc. 
We are interested in the error we would make in predicting QL ( xL) if we knew all 
leaf values other than L, and averaged over the value of leaf L. We call this error SC. 
Then 
(A.3) 
The expectation value of S is 
(A.3 
where by Ck we mean a sum over the configurations of all leaves but leaf L. This 
proves the lower bound. 
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Define 
Then we have the following facts. 
(1) f(x”C)/Pi is for any given leaf L, either monotonically decreasing in i or 
monotonically increasing in i. Which of these two it is depends only on the leaf 
and not on the configuration C. In fact it depends only on whether the player 
on move is the same or opposite at L and at the root, and on whether L is 
a descendant of move 1 or of some other child of the root. The reason why 
this is true is because of the monotonic nature [33] of the influence functions 
for minimax. Without loss of generality we will from now on assume f is 
monotonically increasing. 
(2) C”,, f(x;C) = 0. 
Now there will generally be some set of configurations CO for which Q&( xc) is 
independent of i, due to alpha-beta cutoffs, and for these f(xf, C) = 0. Then define 
the subset of configurations Ct as those for which f(xf , C) < 0 and f(xk, C) > 0. 
similarly define the subset of configurations Cj for j = 2, . . . , n- 1 for which f( xf ,C) < 
Oandf(x;,,C)>O.Fori=l,..., nandj=l,..., n-llet 
Mij = c f(Xf,C). 
CEC, 
(A.7) 
Then it follows that 
6 = c IMijl, 
i,j 
(A-8) 
AL = C/C MuI. 
i j 
(A.9) 
Also from facts ( 1) and (2) we have that for all j, Ci Mij = 0 and for all j, Mi,i/‘pi is 
monotonically increasing. By the lemma below we conclude CAL 2 6. 
When n = 2 there is only one column in A and evidently AL = ~3~. If pt + p,, = cr, 
then from the monotonicity property (1) we have: Cj [Mijl + Cj IMnjl > (Y Cij (Mijl 
and we conclude ALCX-’ 3 SL. 0 
Lemma. For any matrix Mij with n + 1 rows and n columns, with h4ij not positive for 
j < i and not negative for i 2 j, having the properties: 
(1) forall j, )JMij=Oand 
(2) there exists a vector pi > 0 such thatfor all j, Mij/pi is monotonically increasing, 
it holds that 
(A.lO) 
and there exist nontrivial matrices that approach this bound. 
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Fig. A.l. A schematic of the matrix Mij. 
Proof. There exists a row I such that for i > I, cj Mij/Pi > 0 and hence cj Mij > 0, 
and for i Q I, cj Mij < 0. Let J = I - 1. Then the matrix M can be divided up as in 
Fig. A. 1. We have marked regions in the matrix in the figure. All elements in regions 
marked Pi are non-negative and all elements in regions marked Ni are non-positive. 
Let Pi denote the sum of all the elements in the region marked Pi, and Ni denote the 
negative of the sum of all the elements in the region Ni, We have 
C IMijl = 9 + P2 -+ 4 + N1 + N2 + N3 (A.ll) 
ij 
and 
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C/CMij/=pl+p*-Nl+N2+N3-p3. 
i j 
NOW observe that 
(A.12) 
PI = Nl + N2 (A.13) 
and 
N3 = PI + P2 
because the column sums are zero. Hence 
(A.14) 
)JxMij( =2N2+2P2 
i j 
(A.15) 
and 
C lMij/ = 2N2 + 2P2 + 2Nr + 2P3. 
ii 
(A.16) 
But now we observe that P2 > Nt. This follows because the sum of lowest row in Nr 
plus the sum of the lowest row in 4 is no less than zero. Hence by the monotonicity 
the sum of any row in Nt is no greater in absolute value than the sum of the same row 
in P2. Likewise N2 2 P3. Hence 
To saturate this consider the matrix 
X( 1 +P3/P2) XPl lP2 
-x X 
-XP3 lP2 -X(1 + Pl/P2) 1 
in the limit as X goes to infinity, p3 and pl go to zero, with p2 = 1. 0 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
Appendix B. Rules of Othello, Warri, and Kalah 
B.I. Rules of Othello [24,35] 
Othello is played on an 8 by 8 board with discs that are white on one side and 
black on the other. One player called white places discs on the board with white side 
up, the other places discs on the board with black side up. The game begins with the 
board empty except for the central 4 squares, that have white discs on the two squares 
on the main diagonal (at d5 and e4) and black discs on the other diagonal (at d4 
and e5). The players alternate turns with black beginning. A legal move is made by 
placing a new disc on a vacant square so that in at least one direction (vertically, 
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horizontally, or diagonally) from the square played on, there is a sequence of one 
or more of one’s opponent’s discs followed by one’s own disc. The opponent’s discs 
in this sequence are turned over, to become one’s own color. A player with no legal 
move must pass. A player with a legal move must make one. The game ends when 
neither player has a legal move, typically when the whole board is filled in. The 
player with the most discs of his color on the board at the end is the winner. In 
scoring, if there are empty squares, these are counted as if they contained discs of the 
winner. 
B.2. Rules of Wurri [ 13,361 
Warri is played on a board with 2 rows of 6 holes. Initially there are 4 seeds per 
hole. A move is made by taking the seeds from a hole in one’s row, i.e. the row 
on one’s side of the board, and sowing, that is depositing the seeds one by one into 
successive holes counterclockwise, except that the source hole is skipped over during 
sowing so that it will remain empty after sowing. If the last seed sown lands in an 
opponent’s hole and makes a count of 2 or 3 seeds in that hole, then these seeds are 
captured and placed one’s “treasury” as are any seeds in an unbroken sequence of the 
opponent’s holes, each containing 2 or 3 seeds, immediately preceding this hole. If all 
of your opponent’s holes are empty, your move must move seeds into his holes if such 
a move exists. 25 If all the mover’s holes are empty, the game ends, and all remaining 
seeds go to the mover’s opponent’s treasury. The object is to capture the most seeds 
in one’s treasury. If the final count is 24 each, the game is drawn. Perpetual cycles are 
also possible, where neither player has more than 24 seeds and with optimal play the 
game never ends. In this case the simplest scoring method is to divide the remaining 
seeds evenly between the players so that whoever had more seeds before the cycle 
wins. 
B.3. Rules of Kalah [42] 
Kalah (as described by [42] ) is played with board with 6 holes on each side, like 
Warri, and a special hole called a “Kalah” at each end. Each player’s Kalah is to his 
right. Initially there are 3 seeds per hole, except the Kalahs are empty. One moves by 
picking up all the seeds in one of his holes and sowing these, including his own Kalah 
in the sowing, but skipping his opponent’s Kalah. If the last stone ends in one’s own 
Kalah, one moves again. If the last stone lands in an empty hole owned by the player 
(i.e. on his side of the board) then he places in his Kalah any stones in the opponent’s 
hole directly opposite, and his opponent moves next. If the last stone lands anywhere 
else, the turn is over and the opponent moves next. The object is to have the majority 
of the stones in one’s Kalah. 
25 However, this placing of seeds in the opponent’s holes may be transient if your last seed lands in the 
opponents last hole, making a count of 2 or 3 in all of his holes. 
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